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One of the things that gets in the way of my ability
to produce this missive in a timely manner is that I get
distracted when researching. Often getting so far afield
that I have trouble remembering what it was that I was
looking up in the first place.
As an example, I don’t generally take any one source at
its word on a story without at least trying to find collaborating
stories from reliable news sources. You know, like FOX and
CNN, USA Today and Britain’s Daily Mail On-Line as well
as the ‘failing’ New York Times.
Of course there are a couple of eastern European and
Asian voices like Sputnik News and The Times of India.
And while they generally provide a good basic outline of
most issues, I especially want another source if Wikipedia is
involved.
Invariably ▪ well, almost invariably ▪ I will wander
down, as Robert Frost called it, The Road Less Travelled,
and, very often, that will make a difference to the look of the
next edition. Sometimes adding an oblique perspective and
sometimes an entirely new article on what doesn’t seem related at all.
While I like to think that it is
my delightful curiosity that is the
cause of these digressions, I
know there are others who would
rather ungraciously, in my view,
claim that “he’s just not able to
stay on track”. That may be
true but I sometimes find interesting things and so have constructed a new logo for those
items I find on that other road. Watch for it while browsing
these and future pages.
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I am pleased
to report that the
buffet dinner at the
University Club at
the University of
Victoria on June 22
to
commemorate
the 50th anniversary
of the commissioning
of
HMCS
ONONDAGA was a success. We had 61 in attendance and everyone was pleased to reunite with
past ship mates. Our next major event will be a
Gathering of Submariners in Victoria in October
2018 to commemorate the 50th anniversaries of the
commissioning of HMCS OKANAGAN and HMCS
RAINBOW. Planning for this event will commence
soon – stay tuned.
On Saturday July 8, we held our annual BBQ
at Marion and Bart Bachelor's home overlooking
beautiful Cowichan Bay. We had glorious weather
– sunny and warm. Attendance was down a little
from last year but we still had a fair turnout. Congratulations to George O’Keefe and Paul Cumberland, our new horseshoe champions. We extend
our sincere gratitude to Marion and Bart for again
hosting this event. Also, we wish to thank Anne
and Jim Scott for arranging the food and to Ken
Capron for organizing the 50/50 draw and supervising the horseshoe tournament. At the end of the
day, we had considerable food and drinks left over;
next year, to get the catering correct, we shall be
asking for numbers planning to attend.
I am concerned about the low numbers attending our monthly meetings. On June 28, we
had only 10 members in attendance. I had hoped
that we would have more present to listen to Jerry
Mason’s excellent presentation on U Boat Arctic
weather stations, which, by the way, was excellent;
Thank you again Jerry. Our next meeting will be
on September 27 at which John Webber will make

a presentation on the Top Ten Conventional Submarines. I hope to see a good turnout.
Speaking of submarines, Canada has just
completed another Defence Review in which plans
were announced for the building of new frigates.
This is well and good, but what about submarines?
Again, submariners will get the short end of the
stick. Instead of announcing plans for new boats,
the government has decided to modernize our existing fleet of Victoria Class submarines. If this
plan goes through, the life of these boats will be
extended to over 40 years. I consider this to be
unacceptable. By that time, despite updates, our
submarines will be obsolete. Their operational effectiveness will have decreased but the risk of operating them will have increased – a bad situation
to say the least!
What our Navy needs is a fleet of modern,
long range, Air Independent Propulsion (AIP), conventional submarines. These boats would be capable of conducting world-wide operations in support of Canada’s foreign policy as well as protecting Canadian sovereignty. Most importantly, they
would be capable of carrying out limited patrols in
the Canadian Arctic.
Such submarines exist and are being built and
procured by other countries. Our Navy should initiate a project to obtain at least six of these submarines. To minimize risk, we should select a proven
design, fit the submarines with the latest electronics, weapons and combat system and build them in
Canada.
This would greatly enhance our Navy’s operational capability and send a clear message to the
rest of the world that Canada is serious about maritime defence and exercising sovereignty in our Arctic waters.
Please attend our September 27 meeting
when John Webber will brief us on modern conventional submarine designs. See you there.
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Ok, maybe not really hard.
President

Member-At-Large

Lloyd Barnes
250-658-4746
lwbarnes@shaw.ca

Larry Skaalrud
403-948-9314
ldskaalrud@shaw.ca
Historian

Vice-President
George O’Keefe
250-360-2245
troll877@hotmail.com

John Webber
250-920-4159
pacificsfety@shaw.ca

(Note: monitored rarely)

Navy Liaison
Currently Vacant
The team is hoping to have a
replacement for John Slack
appointed very soon

Secretary
Jim Scott
250-370-2359
j.scott39@shaw.ca
Treasurer/Membership
Paul Cumberland
250-382-8588
pdqcumber@shaw.ca

Social Media
J. Paul Lang
marammeisto@gmail.com

Web & eMail

Entertainment
Ken Capron
250-478-3930
radtech@shaw.ca
Slops
Chris Parkes
250-658-2249
christopherparkes44@gmail.com

Bob Emery
250-727-0927
saocwest@shaw.ca
Newsletter &
Past President (Ex-Officio)
Paul Hansen
250-812-1840
editortheupdate@shaw.ca
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Earning The Status Of Legend
Commissioned in September 1940, the
real U96 send 27 ships to the bottom and
damaged four more for a total of over
200,000 tons.
Probably nice German
boys but damn them to hell & back.
In early 1942 Germany’s U96 successfully
traversed the Atlantic, entered Canadian waters and, on February
19th sank two British cargo ships,
the Empires Kite and Seal near the
southern tip of Nova Scotia. On the
20th, with a single torpedo, fired from
a mere 500 yards she sank the US
freighter Lake Osweya NOTE #1 very
near Halifax. On the 22nd, a little bit
further out off the coast of Nova Scotia, she sank both the Torungen, a
cargo ship from Norway, and, later
in the day, the British Kars which broke in two
with the bow section sinking and the stern section
drifting for a couple of days until it was beached in
Halifax.
Before heading back across the Atlantic, U96
sank the Norwegian freighter M/S Tyr about 120
miles east of Halifax. All-in-all, considered from the

German perspective, a pretty successful patrol.
The 220 foot type VIIC U-boat with a test
depth of 750 feet, had a history of that, successful
patrols. During her first three patrols in early 1941
she sank 12 ships for a total of over 125 thousand
tons plus she’d damaged two more. Her CO,
Kapitänleutnant
Heinrich
LehmannWillenbrock received both the Iron Cross and,
two days later, the Knights Cross to
go with it.
Her success slowed somewhat
after that during the rest of 1941 with
only six ships sunk in the next four
patrols, though I rather doubt the
mariners on those six ships would
have felt too much sympathy.
After her success in Canadian
waters she spent 73 frustrating days
on her 9th patrol without firing a shot
but sank three and damaged one on her tenth.
Her eleventh and ultimately final war patrol
took her back across the Atlantic to patrol the
coastlines of New England and Nova Scotia, without much success.
On return in February 1943 she was relegated
as a training vessel which is how she spent the rest

Note#1 This is an example of where researching these stories can drive you crazy ▪ in my case crazier.
I got this information from what seems like a legitimate source. Trying to find information about the ships she sank I
came across a couple of things. One source said that it was U129 that sank the Osweya, although yet another source says
that U129 sank the Norwegian freighter the Nordvangen on the same day just off Trinidad as part of Operation Drumbeat. I believe this latter source as there are other references to the U129 being involved in Drumbeat so I’m going back to
semi-believing that the U96 did indeed sink the US freighter the Osweya on February 20, 1942.
The original site said that on her way home she sank the Tyr. Once again further digging found a log of the Norwegian M/S Tyr that says she fell behind the convoy heading to Halifax in rough weather when she lost steering. It says she
was sunk on February 19th. The SharkHunters website, which bills itself as the definitive site for matters submarine, says it
was sunk on March 11th. It gets hard, even impossible, to figure out which is the Fake News. The second source is where I
found references to the sinking of the UK cargo ships Empires Kite and Seal.
CONCLUSION: So the only thing I am reasonably sure about is that U96 sank a number of ships in the area of Nova
Scotia on one or more of the days in February 1942. But she did hunt in Canadian waters.
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war, finally being decommissioned on the 15th of
February, 1945 in Wilhelmshaven, which forms
the western entrance to the Jade Bight or Jadebusen, long a very active bay off the North Sea
serving as a marine hub for both military and civilian craft.

into the creative licence taken by the screen writer
and Director, Wolfgang Petersen. For authenticity
they used two ‘consultants’ during the filming:
Heinrich Lehmann-Willenbrock who had been
the Captain of U96 in 1941 and Hans-Joachim
Krug who had been first officer on U219.
Most of the wardroom of the 1941
U96 went on to command their own
boats and, in fact, most did survive the
war.

Wilhelmshaven had been bombed
relentlessly by the Allies during the
war. Twelve missions from September 1939 to February 1945 had involved 2,141 bombers, of which 46 did
not return, dropping over 5,300 tons of
bombs. It was during the thirteenth
and final raid on March 30th involving
358 B-24s of the US 2nd Air Division,
that U96 was finally sunk. But not forgotten.
On her seventh patrol, in late
1941, powers that be in the Kriegsmarine assigned a painter/photographer/
writer to capture life aboard a U-Boat
on a war patrol for promotional and
propaganda purposes.
Lothar-Günther Buchheim apparently took hundreds of pictures and
generally made himself such a nuisance that decades later his name was a parody among many in
the German submarine community as he was …
well … loathed.

Now, I am well aware that most, if
not all, of you have seen Das Boot
which was, by the way, originally release is a TV mini-series before being
stitched together as a movie and then
re-released some years later as a one
hour longer Director’s cut. But what
you may not realized is that they begin
filming a sequel this summer for release next year.
So you have fair warning to get out
and rent the movie so that you are
freshly up-to-date when the new one comes out.
There may even be quizzes in

Other than producing his propaganda reports
and a short story titled "The Oak-Leaves Patrol",
he seemingly didn’t do much with the materials he
had gathered for nearly thirty years. Then, in 1973
he published a novel titled ‘Das Boot’ that quickly
became an international best seller. It was followed in 1981 by the Oscar nominated movie of
the same name, which is still spoken of as the best
submarine movie ever made.
An adaptation of Buchheim’s novel, the movie
tells the fictional story of … wait for it … U96,
weaving some of Buchheim’s 1941 experiences
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Winters Down South
Seeking the company of submariners.
Some of you may know that Larry Skaalrud spends
his winters down south and you may also be aware
that Jim Denzien
from the Phoenix
area who attended
our Centenary in
2014, joined SAOC
West. So, naturally,
Larry looked him up
and they became
good friends. Larry
started
attending
base meetings and after a time he became an Associate Member of
the USSVI as have a
few others of us.
If not all, then
almost all USSVI
members wear vests
with an array of
badges from their
experience, including
boats on which they
sailed.
So
of
course Larry had one
made, clearly stating his affiliations, time frames
and the boats and ships on which he sailed.
Larry sent us these pictures a while back so
that we could see what he was talking about. Apparently he is also a member of an Alberta branch
of a Veterans Association and most of their members also have vests with badges of the various
ships or Units in which they served. Larry says
that Ed Falstrem help him with his crests.
Larry wonders if there is an interest among
our members to start wearing such vests. Think
about it.
It is very well done Larry and I can see that

you and it would fit in very nicely at whatever
USSVI (US Submarine Veterans Inc.) base meeting that you were attending.
As long as you weren’t, you know, actually doing anything against that wall in the lower picture.
No, no … of course not.

Michael
There, but for serendipity.
I introduced myself to
Michael at the Yates Street
London Drugs a while back,
and we talked about his frustrations with being unable to
find work and then
constantly being told
by … he used the
term ‘self
righteous’ individuals to
effectively get off his
butt.
This
is
Michael’s response to
those who see a social
circumstance
instead of Michael,
and so often feel the need and right to hurl a verbal
beer can, thereby demonstrating they are not the
better person.
The strength
and dignity with
which so many
who struggle with
challenges
of
which the vast
majority of us
don’t even have
an understanding,
is humbling.
My hat is off
to Michael and all of the Michael’s of this world.
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BBQ was smaller but successful
Fun was had by all [pictures on following pages]
It is somewhat ironic that we’ve had sixty plus
people out for the last couple of years braving the
pouring rain, and this year, with a truly magnificent day we barely exceed thirty.
On the other hand we were down to one BBQ
so in that respect, maybe thirty was actually a
blessing. And those thirty+ had a very good time.
Dwight was not able to attend due to commitments so he and Lloyd were not able to defend
their title and the trophy passed to Paul Cumberland and George O’Keefe, proving unkind wags
might say, that it truly was Dwight carrying Lloyd all
along. A defensive wag might also point out that
Cumberland/O’Keefe pairing barely squeaked by
the Emery/Hansen team in the final.
The 50/50 draw was enhanced this year. The
$75 main prize was won by Arni while the four ancillary prizes, two bottles of wine a case of beer
and picture were won by Ursula (wine), ________
(wine), Arni (beer) and __________ picture.

I first saw the painting of The Typewriter
used for the next meeting notice on page 3 in
an ‘Abe Books’ email
promoting 8 authors
who’d also painted. In
this Editor’s humble
view, most of them
should definitely have stuck to their writing but The
Typewriter did catch my eye.
It was painted by a German Nobel Prize winner for literature (in 1999),
Günter Grass who wrote
quite a number of books but
was probably best known for
his first novel, The Tin Drum
(in 1959), the movie adaption
of which won both the Palme
d‘Or and Academy Award for
Best Foreign Language Film. It was followed by
Cat and Mouse and Dog Years, forming his Danzig Trilogy. The Nobel Committee stated that the
publication of The Tin Drum,

At some point were are going to have to find
another location for the BBQ because, despite all
the good intentions to help out, it is still a lot of
work for Bart and Marion ▪ well, for Marion.

"was as if German literature had been

Possibly by now they have been returned
to their owner but, if not, these two chairs were
left behind at the BBQ. Call if they’re yours.

And the connection to submarines? Pretty
nebulous actually, but he did attempt to volunteer
for U-Boats in 1942 at age 15, but was rejected.

granted a new beginning after decades
of linguistic and moral destruction”.
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A 45th Anniversary Missed
The RCN’s Black Friday
Without hesitation Dave Brygadyr can still tell
you exactly who was beside him on the other side
of that mock coffin, forty-five years ago.

Meeting on April 29th. I didn’t actually see tears
in eyes but there were quite a number of wistful expressions on faces during the telling of dits.
And then, just a few days later, after bidding
April farewell, I received an email from the good
folks at Pusser’s Rum, passing along a hearty
‘May Your Month Be Rummy’.
Ah … there was a time, lads, when a lot of
months were rummy.
Anyway, that got me checking a few dates and
before you know it, I’m off on another tangent. You
are welcome to follow along if you like or just scroll
down to the next article.
True traditions generally have a serious history and the tot is no exception. In the way that
aligned dominos will topple each other it is usually
something that causes something else and so on
that create a tradition in the first place.
To illustrate that ‘cause and effect’ point I had
planned to use the typical image of a line or pattern
of dominos being toppled. Cause and effect.

The sun was shining as if nothing were wrong
on that Friday so long ago, but with that ceremony,
which was replicated across the country, a cherished tradition came to an end and there are some
who would demand that your Editor be flogged for
failing to commemorate the 45th anniversary of
that sad day. Happily that barbaric tradition had not
flowed into the newly established Canadian Navy
in 1910, the RN having suspended it in 1881.
(Though, if you want to look it up, the suspension was
not quite that simple and straight forward).
But in ‘72, with the Pall Bearers wearing green
uniforms and Dave with Sergeant's stripes, maybe
it was just time to kill off the traditions, one-by-one.
Naw … flawed thinking there Paul.
Although The Update failed to commemorate
the anniversary of the last pouring of the ‘Tot’, a lot
of memories were flowing at the annual Up-Island

However, in looking for such an image I ran
across this one and I bet
you’ve already suspected
that suddenly I was off on
yet another tangent.
The picture on the left
is a row of thirteen
‘dominos’, each 1½ times
the size of the previous one.
The first, being put in place
with the aid of tweezers, is
about 5 mm high and 1 mm
thick. The thirteenth is over a meter tall and
weighs over 100 lbs.
A Colin Schultz January 17, 2013 Smithsonian Magazine article used the headline ‘Just
Twenty-Nine Dominoes Could Knock Down the
Empire State Building’ to explain the multiplier
effect that was first demonstrated by UBC physicist
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Lorne Whitehead in a 1983 study.
The picture is taken from a U of Toronto
demo staged by a Professor Stephen Morris,
showing that the energy unleashed by a domino
toppling over can take down another one, 1½ times
its size and volume. Continuing with that ratio,
from fourteen to twenty-nine, has you as high as
the New York’s Fifth Avenue, 102-story, 1,250 foot
(at the roof line) skyscraper. Well, at least a domino
that tall and proportional, as the video from which
the picture was taken demonstrates. To watch for
yourself, click this link:
https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=y97rBdSYbkg
Luis K Ayala, in
his 2001 book, hypothesizes that the first rum
domino would be old
Chris Columbus, when
he started, in 1474 to try
to mount what became
his 1492 expedition.
Ayala factors in the
arrival in Europe of the
astrolabe (originally developed by the Greeks at least two centuries BC) and
the dry compass (originally developed by the Chinese
and in use for centuries, it the dry compass was a huge
technological advancement) as navigational tools.
Chris left 39 men on Hispaniola (the island
shared by Haiti and the Dominican Republic) to establish a colony. When he returned the following
year with 1,500 colonists aboard 17 ships he found
those 39 had been slaughtered. Undeterred, he
founded a second colony and continued to explore
other islands. However, his reception back home
in 1496 was not exuberant as the riches with which
he returned did not match the costs.
He set out again in May, 1498 with only six
ships and while he did some exploring including his

discovery of South America where he planted a
Spanish flag in Venezuela which Chris decided
had to be the outer regions of the Garden of Eden.
On returning to Hispaniola he found things in
disarray. His attempts to restore order were not
well received and in 1500 Isabella and Ferdinand
sent Chief Justice Francisco de Bobadilla to investigate, resulting in Chris and his brother being
sent back to Spain in chains.
His stories of the paradise he had discovered
may have influenced his almost immediate release
as well as the Monarch’s willingness to finance yet
another voyage on which he embarked in May,
1502.
The following year he had to beach his deteriorating ships on what is now Jamaica. Chris and
the rest of crews spent a year as castaways while
two of his captains canoed the 450 miles to Hispaniola and returned with a rescue ship.
Queen Isabella, who had been his primary
supporter throughout, died within weeks of his return to Spain in November 1504 and thereafter
Chris was never again granted an audience with
King Ferdinand, though he tried fervently and repeatedly. He died in relative obscurity in Valladolid, Spain in May 1506, at age 55, having made
discoveries that would allow Spain to, as stated on
the www.history.com website, ‘become the
wealthiest and most powerful nation on earth’.
Now the reason that Ayala would place Chris
as the first domino is that everything about rum resulted from his voyages.
By 1526 Brazilian sugar was being shipped to
Europe.
In the 1530s and 40s Britain and Northern
Europe suffered significant shortages of honey due
to the breakup of monasteries. The monks raised
bees for their wax to make candles and the honey
was, effectively, a by-product.
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Israel Sub Scandal

Israel Sub Scandal

Dominating Headlines

Headlines Continue

Recently the majority of headlines that have included the term ‘submarine’ are coming out of Israel.
Former Defence Minister Moshe
Ya’along says that there is “No way
Netanyahu is not involved in the submarine affair”.
Netanyahu, on the other hand, echoing
a familiar refrain says, “The press is out
to get me. There is a political campaign
of politicians and the press who have come together to topple me the Likud government”. Adding, somewhat indignantly, “Behind the mudslinging there are no facts. The opposite is true”.
In recent weeks police have arrested and interrogated several people on suspicion of corruption in
the deal, including Netanyahu’s cousin and personal lawyer David Shimron, who has been questioned for four times over the scandal and placed under house arrest.
Other key suspects include Avriel Bar-Yosef, a
former deputy chief of the National Security Council.
He was ordered held in police custody. Plus Miki
Ganor, ThyssenKrupp’s Israeli rep whose lawyer
is the PM’s cousin Shimron. And a former navy chief
Eliezer Marom.

In an oversized headline on
its website, The Times Of Israel trumpets:
‘Court extends remand of two key suspects in
submarine graft probe’. The Haaretz
site banner was: ‘Businessman With
Ties to Netanyahu's Lawyer Turns
State Witness in Israeli Submarine
Scandal’ and The Jerusalem Post with
two: 'Substantial developments in
submarine affair' and ‘Poll: Israelis don't believe Netanyahu on submarine scandal’.
Michael Ganor, an Israeli representative of
German shipbuilder ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems, will serve one year in prison and be fined
$2.8 million in return for his testimony that Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu denies will touch
on him.
Referring to those currently under close
scrutiny, the PM commented, “I know them to be
honest people … there is no connection between
these things and me. They are saying that as
well.”
In the meantime the Germans have put the
whole deal ‘on hold’.

Comments in the Jerusalem Post and from the
PM’s supporters lean towards ‘Fake New!’
In a reportedly hastily called meeting with some
of his closest supporters in the Likud faction the PM
presented a series of arguments to disprove his involvement in the two scandals (he is also implicated
in a scandal raging over the telephone company
Bezeq). Apparently he told them rather emphatically that they should stop being nice while he is under attack, and attack back on his behalf.
Do you think they do these things just for out
entertainment?
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The Legacy Of A Poem
A Nelson Mandela mantra, a movie title,
in many speeches and Wounded Warrior
Games, the poem Invictus lives on.
Credit to the US Olympic Committee member
who at some point during the twenty aughts held
up a hand and said (paraphrased, of course) “Hey,
given the number of wounded armed forces
personnel, we should have a Paralympics just
for them”. Someone else said, “I’ll second that
motion,” and just like that they were off, planning.
By 2010 they held their first annual Wounded Warrior Games in Colorado Springs.
The USOC hosted through 2014 when the organization of the games was taken over by the US
Department of Defence. 2015 was hosted at the
Marine Corps Base
Quantico. In 2016, the
US Army hosted at West
Point with the Daily
Show’s former host Jon
Stewart emceeing for
what appears to be an ongoing gig as he is also
the emcee for the 2017 games to be hosted by the
US Navy in Chicago, from June 30th to July 8th.
Both Britain and Australia have teams attending.
In 2013 the USOC invited a British Army helicopter pilot to open the games. He was so inspired
that he immediately started planning a similar
games for Wounded Warriors internationally and
by the fall of the next year (2014) Prince Harry officially declared the first Invictus Games to be
open in London.
Invictus is Latin for ‘Unconquered’ and the
logo that has evolved was taken from the last two
lines of the poem, written in 1875
by the English poet William
Ernest Henley (1849–1903)
who’d had one leg amputated
and was undergoing a series of

operations in a desperate attempt to try to save the
other one. Although he wrote other poems, a hundred years later Invictus is the only one of note.
The second Invictus Games were held in
May, 2016 in Orlando Florida. 2017 is in Toronto,
(September 26th to 30th), and next year, 2018, in
Sidney, Australia from October 18th to 29th.
The Toronto games anticipate more than 550
athletes from 17 nations, including: Afghanistan,
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Estonia, France,
Georgia, Germany, Iraq, Italy, Jordan, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Romania, Ukraine, United Kingdom
and the USA. Sidney next year is expected to be
even bigger.
Sports in which they will complete include:
tennis, rugby, and basketball (all in wheel chairs),
sitting volleyball, swimming, power lifting, archery,
cycling, golf, indoor rowing, a wide range of athletics and a Land Rover driving challenge.
Check them out. Oh, and good on ya, Harry.

INVICTUS
William Ernest Henley

Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.
In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years
Finds and shall find me unafraid.
It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.
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What To Do With Visitors
For so many of us, summer very often
brings visitors and despite this being our
home town, we’re often left wondering
what to do with them.
This is just a
reminder of a
few of the things
that our visitors,
especially those
that are from
afar, do seem to
enjoy.
Samples are split
between Victoria are on
this page and the Peninsula on the following
page. Apologies for all
the great attractions
that
didn’t
get included.

Find contact links
on page 54.
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Find contact
links on page
54.
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Knowing, vaguely, that despite Winston Churchill’s famous quote, not many submariners were winners of the Victoria Cross, my eye flicked to a
headline in early June on the
BBC enews feed: Submarine's 'great leader'

scrolling through the entire list of 182 VCs awarded
to 181 service members during WWII. The list did
define which service the winner was from and I
would then click on the name to see if he (they
were all he's) was a submariner, airman, or skimmer (a rather dismissive term that we use regularly
but somehow seemed disrespectful in this context).

honoured in Portpatrick

Of the 182 Victoria Crosses eight were
awarded to submariners.

The article went on to explain that the exploits of a Victoria Cross recipient, LCDR
Malcolm Wanklyn, considered to be ‘the most successful submarine commander of
WWII, were being recognised
at a childhood home in south
west Scotland as part of a
wider project by the Submariners Association (of Great Britain Note#1).
We’ll come back to LCDR
Wanklyn in a bit, but first let us
spend a moment or two to explore the next question that came to mind: “How
many submariners have won the Victoria
Cross?”
I had come by my, I guess fascination would
be the right word, very early. When I was about six
a neighbor let me hold the VC that his brother had
won and even at that age I was awestruck.
The Boardroom of the Naden Museum is festooned with medals and at one end is a VC that
was won by Roland Bourke in May, 1918 Note #1 and
every time I’ve been in that room I’ve spent a few
moments gazing at it thinking thoughts for which I
would have a very hard time trying to find words.
So I started trying to find out and couple find a
simple answer to that question. Instead it required

Three took midget subs right
to the heart of the enemy and
wreaked havoc. All three survived
but reading the citations you have
to wonder how. They are Donald
Cameron, Ian Edward Fraser and
Godfrey Place. If you find yourself
bored with NCIS reruns one evening, Google the name and Victoria Cross and a lot
of very interesting information will appear before
your eyes.
Two were for the same incident. After surviving a trashing of barrel bombs the HMS
Thrasher surfaced to find two unexploded bombs
imbedded in the casing. Two crewmen, PO Thomas Gould and Lt Peter Roberts removed the
first fairly easily but the second bomb had penetrated and they had a very harrowing hour crawling
between the casing and the hull, extricating the
bomb and then while Gould cradled it on his chest
Roberts pulled him by his feet back to the opening.
Both were awarded VCs.
One for taking HMS Torbay “in a daring and
successful raid in a defended enemy harbour with
full knowledge of the great hazards”. Again, Google
Anthony Miers, VC.
Two were presented posthumously to COs
of submarines with amazing records. Cdr John
Linton with HMS Turbulent and LCDR Malcolm
Wanklyn, CO of the first HMS Upholder.
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There is not room in these pages to do the
stories of these eight justice but they are very easy
to find on the web and well worth the expenditure
of a bit of time.
A residual question was the statistic at the
top: 182 VCs awarded to 181 individuals. Was that
counting Gould and Peters dragging that bomb out
from beneath the casing as some sort of mathematical anomaly? Turns out, NO!
It was a New Zealander by the name of
Charles Upham who, in 1939 had volunteered for
the 2nd New Zealand Expeditionary Force as a private in the 20th Battalion and became a sergeant
in the first echelon advance party. Commissioned
in 1940, he went on to serve in Greece, Crete and
the Western Desert.
He won his first VC or actions in May, 1941
and the second (listed as a bar to his VC) in July,
1942. He was wounded a number of
times which eventually resulted in his
capture. He spend that latter part of the
war as a POW and it is reported that his
comments about the Germans were always ‘sulphurous’.
He also joined an extremely exclusive club for he was and is only the
third person to ever win the Victoria
Cross twice. His colleagues in that
club were both Doctors and their selfless actions were from the Boer and First World
Wars. Arthur Martin-Leake and Noel Chavasse
respectively.

The Victoria Cross has been awarded 1,358
times since it was introduced by Queen Victoria,
during the Crimean War, in January, 1856. Meaning, in keeping with the VC Bar Club mentioned
above, it has been awarded to 1,355 individuals.
One’s mind then turns to the cousins south

of the border. Just
out of curiosity, how
many of their submariners have won their
version of the VC, the
Medal Of Honor?
Well, it turns out
‘their version’ takes
on a different meaning in the land of the
Stars and Stripes.

We shall never forget
that it was our submarines that held the lines
against the enemy while
our fleets replaced
losses and repaired
wounds.

I did not know,
but do now, that each
of the US Military Services has their own
Medal of Honor, and
Fleet Admiral
Chester Nimitz
that has caused some
confusion in the past
because they don’t just serve within
their own service.
The Medal Of Honor, which is
sometimes referred to as The Congressional Medal Of Honor because it is actually awarded on behalf of Congress
was first struck by the USN in late
1861, who had adopted by the idea from
a proposal turned
down for the Army earlier in the year by the
Ar m y’ s
G e ne ra l -I n-Chi e f,
Winfield Scott. He was against
medals being awarded in the
‘European Tradition’.
The hostilities of the Civil
War had begun that April and
some folks, like the Secretary of
USN MoH
the Navy, Gideon Wells, (and Lt.
Colonel E.D. Townsend, (Scott’s Chief of Staff) and
Republican Senator J. Grimes (Chairman of the
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jim hinde

Hank Turner

Proud Member

Short Stay

‘1,000 Dive’ Club

Deep Pride

Submariners ▪ They are remembered
Take care of them Lord
and don’t pay no mind
to their all their stories.
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James ‘Jim’ Hinde

Hank ‘Maurie’ Turner

Jim was among the small number of really true
‘Characters’ on the boats.

Hank, as he was known on the boat, is remembered as a quiet gentle soul who drank very
little compared to … well, let’s admit it, the majority of his compatriots. Except, I am told, every
once in a while when he and Gord Ball used to
have more than usual ▪ apparently they could be
very entertaining.

A bit of a gruff exterior at times but basically a
heart of gold who was always willing to help a shipmate out ▪ as long as he was following Jim’s advice.
Jim and his ex (I don’t think he had as many as
your Editor) had a cottage over on San Juan Island.
He would fly them over (yes he flew and had his own
plane) and land on the little airstrip just above Roche
Harbour. Those visiting, recalls Norm Deen, took the
ferry to Friday Harbour (Harbor, I guess).
Isaac Brock Brower-Berkhoven III recalls
working on the boat as a dockyard matey after getting
out of the Navy. One day he’s working on the boat
and talking with Jim and before he can ▪ well,
whatever ▪ they’re on their way downtown to get
Zeke signed up again. And just like that Zeke was
back working on the boat again, but as a member of
the crew.
And Jim was artistic as all get out. From gangway banners to scrap books. He was always fiddling
with some project or other in control, using wearing
that leather jack he’s wearing on the previous page.
He went to work to Dockyard after finally retiring
and the mustache got bigger and bigger. At one point
you’d swear he’d have to turn sideways to go through
a doorway.
Jim was an active member of the Association
until his health just wouldn’t let him continue in the last
few years. Rumors had him on his last legs for a long
time but every time I would phone he’d quite chipper
and positive. He had been really looking forward to a
big cruise last fall but cancelled out at the last minute.
He told me that it dawned on him that he couldn’t fly
so if something went wrong medically, ‘”How the hell
was I gonna get home?” he said.
A Celebration of Life was not held at Jim’s own
specific request.

Hank was another Brother of the Phin who
was very proud of his dolphin(s) and his time in
submarines yet very rarely partook in activities with
his old comrades. Despite us being a very active
group there are quite a number who seem to feel
that hearing the same stories over and over and
over again isn’t a necessary part of their life.
His step-daughter loaned the Association a
package of pictures and keepsakes that make for
an interesting peek into the life of a man that your
Editor never really knew. The best that we can figure is that he joined Grilse after her commissioning
and left again in ‘66. But he kept lots of pictures
(several sitting beside fellow sonarman and wicked
fastball pitcher, Mike Rye) and clippings.
Although there is no indication of which magazine from which it came, there is one clipping of a
young Hank on a movie set, closely examining a
large piston called a bottled hurricane, used to rock
movie set ships about as if. AB Hank Turner’s ship
the New Glasgow was in San Pedro to play the
role of an English frigate in the 1955 movie ‘Sea
Chase’ starring John Wayne, Lana Turner, Tab
Hunter and even Alan Hale before his Gilligan's Island gig.
After the Navy Hank spent nearly twenty years
with BC Ferries. They built an absolutely beautiful
home across the street from the Ardmore Golf
Course.
A Celebration of Life will be announced in due
course.
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Perisher ▪ Marking A Century

Mike hurford
Sunday, July 9th
Lloyd Barnes shared that he and George
Oscar ‘Mike’ Hurford attended the same
basic submarine course in the UK in 1966.
Mike was a member of the Okanagan’s
commissioning crew and her Executive Officer in the early ‘70s.
They also attended Staff College together
in 1976/77 at which point Lloyd believes
Mike went on to command HMCS Huron as
part of his thirty-one year naval career.
Mike and wife of 51 years, Sandy, spent
the last twenty in Glencoe in southwest
Cape Breton where he was an involved
member of the community. He also leaves
two sons, Kirk and Craig.
G.O. ‘Mike’ HurfOrd  Submariner

He shall be remembered

Nigel Frawley and Keith Nesbit (the short one
on the left below) were the only Canadians (sort of,
as Keith is now a US citizen) among 280 graduates
who attended ceremony and dinner marking the
100th anniversary of the inception
of Perisher. In the group picture
above Keith is standing beside
the bell on the second tier at the
Senior Gun Room of Britannia
Royal Naval College in Dartmouth, Devon, UK .
The fellow beside Keith on the left
is Driekus Heij who apparently was a
partner in crime on Perisher and later
became the RNLN’s FOSM.
Keith says that both Dave Parry
and Jeff Collins did tours in the Canadian ’O’ boats and will likely be remembered by some of the guys from
that era.
Included in the 280 attendees
was a group of Americans. Apparently thirteen have graduated since
2002. Keith said it was very memorable being among such a cast of legendary characters. He says he behaved.
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French President
Drops In For Visit
Six day Malabar Naval Exercise
Demonstrating Strong Military Ties
Between the Three Nations.

In A Show Of Support President
Macron Joins Submariners At Sea
In a showy move that has French
social media all aflutter, calling it Bond
like, President Emmanuel Macron was
winched from his helicopter ride onto the
nuclear submarine ‘Le Terrible’ as part
of a daylong show of his commitment to
the country’s nuclear deterrent.

Having run most years for more than 20
years the 2017 six day annual Malabar involved a total of 16 ships, 2 submairnes and
95 aircraft from the three permanent members: The USA, India and Japan.
Originally bilateral with the US and India it has
included, over the years, Australia and Singapore.
Japan became a permanent member in 2015.
The US had cancelled the exercise in 1998 (it
having been conducted three times to that point)
when India became a nuclear nation but reestablished it after nine eleven when India was quick
to support the war on terror.
The 2017 Malabar included aircraft carriers the
USS Nimitz, the INS Vikramaditya and Japans helicopter carrier JS Izumo.
The objectives are not dissimilar to other major
exercises such as RimPac but serve to demonstrate
the global nature of the military cooperation.
The press in India did use terms in their headlines such as: Malabar naval exercise is a message gift-wrapped for China. A tad provocative as
there probably isn’t much chance that China didn’t
get the message without the headline.

The day included a visit to nuclear weapons
facilities on the Ile Longue base off the Brittany
coast. It comes not long after North Korea announced that it had tested an intercontinental ballistic missile.
Le Terrible spent four
hours
submerged which
gave the President time for a
tour with CO
Jerome Halle,
a look through
the periscope,
experience
a
simulation exercise and chat
with officers &
crew.

Having said that, tensions in that part of the
world do tend to run pretty high
with even Bangladesh adding
two Chinese built Ming class
boats to their defence force. The
Dhaka Tribune comments
they will be very useful for coastal patrols, given
Bangladesh’s 118,000+ sq km of maritime territory.
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villains, blows and they all barely get out and are
forced to climb into life rafts dropped by an RAF
aircraft. Most of them are pretty full but Bond of
course is sharing the huge raft with only … wait
for it … the bikini clad, nubile young thing.

I had very fond memories of the early
‘Bond’ movies.
When Dr. No came out in 1962 I was a student in Calgary. My best friend’s dad was the was
the distribution manager for Warner Bros Films for
western Canada and so he could occasionally pull
favors with theatre managers. Like when Tim and I
were taking dates to this new film. We were met at
the door and ushered to front row centre balcony
seats. The girls were very impressed.
While in its day the movie was something else
again, I still remember walking out thinking that the
music was incredible. The guitars were amazing.
You only live twice, number five,
came out five years later in ‘67 and by then I
was on Grilse and don’t remember where or
when I saw it. We were out of refit and back
to sea before its release so it probably wasn’t until sometime later. I vaguely remember
being not as impressed as I had been with previous versions, but still quite enjoyed all the action
and gadgets and, of course, the skimpily clad girls.
Hey, I was still a teenager.
After the dit about this movie was told at the
mid-island meeting I rented it and have to admit
clucking at its hokiness.
The movie starts with an American space capsule being approached from behind by a very large
space ship that opens its nose cone like a mechanical shark, and swallows the American craft.
Shortly into the movie it … rent the movie.
At the end, which is the whole reason I had
rented it, a volcano on the island on which they’ve
(Bond and a series of the young women) found the

They are clinging to each other to provide mutual support for … something or other, when a
submarine surfaces, plucking them, raft and all,
from the vastness of the ocean, and leaving them
high and dry on the forward casing.
Except it didn’t really happen that way. The
filming part, not the story line.
Seems the production company had a lot of
pull and arranged for a British Sub that was in the
area of Gibraltar to ‘assist’ them.
A Wren from the Gibraltar communications
facility was the stand in for Mie Hama who played
Kissy Suzuki and one of the boats officers donned
the elaborate costume that Sean Conroy had been
wearing in the close-ups.
Now came the tricky part.
Everyone agreed that it just was
not feasible to surface and pluck
them from the water so they got
creative. They got the Wren and
Officer all set up in the raft on the casing and then
the intrepid diving officer dove the boat backwards
from underneath them. Played in reverse the distance shots looked exactly like they were surfacing
and plucking them
from the sea.
It turns out that
diving officer was
our very own Ed
Falstrem who went
on to be the only
Officer to command
all five of the Canadian cold war submarines at sea. And that is an
example of why Dits can be so much fun.
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A Kiss? A Curse? Or even worse?
Skip was watching the May Day parade when he
noticed Dwight marching with his Legion buddies. Skip interpreted the look as a sheepish
smile. Dwight tells me that he was giving Skip
what for because he wasn’t out there with them.
To me it looks disturbingly like he was blowing
Skip a kiss, but what do I know?

You’ve heard
Lin
Cardelli ’s
name
in
these
pages before but I
found this just after
receiving a picture
of Lin and his wife
Gloria
wearing
‘Love The Smell
Of Diesel’ T shirts
I’d sent down to
California for them
as it was Lin’s boat
too. In that picture,
which is further on
in this issue, Lin is
wearing a Grilse 50th ball cap. For those who
don’t remember, Lin did three war patrols on
Burrfish and attended the Grilse 50th..
I believe I’ve mentioned before that they’ve
been married for over 70 years and Gloria tells him
that he’s still on probation. They are also the
youngest couple I know who slept together. Their
mothers where good friends who got together for
coffee one day and put two month old Lin into
weeks old Gloria’s crib with her for a nap.

Sub Squadron Change of command
After a fairly lengthy time in the role, Capt(N)
James Clarke has been transferred to Norfolk, Virginia, although, despite efforts, we were unable to
find out what his role will be. Capt(N) Christopher
Robinson has assume the role of Commander Canadian Submarine Force Maritime Operations
Group.
Pictured L to R, Capt(N) Clarke, Art McDonald,
Commander Martime Forces Pacific, and Capt(N)
Robinson. We hope to entice Captain Robinson to
a meeting soon.
Photo: Cpl Andre Maillet, MarPac Imagining
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Lots Of Creative Recollections
Dusted Off And Reformatted

A 50th Anniversary Dinner
honouring memories of 73.
A group of just over sixty gathered on Thursday, June 22nd, fifty years to the day of her commissioning, to hoist a glass in honour of the second
of three ‘O’ boats and all those who were members
of her crew through her thirty-three years, three
months and six days of commission.
The host and master of ceremonies for
the
evening was
President Lloyd Barnes who basically organized the whole
thing. I think everyone
will agree that he very
much deserves a naval congratulations for all of his
hard work in creating an evening that truly was a
fitting tribute.
The event was held at U/Vic’s University Club
which is a magnificent setting. In fact it would be
great place for a wedding. I could see it almost
tempting a guy  but not this guy, thank you.

The social hour before dinner on the outdoor
patio (below) overlooking the pond was very pleasant indeed and the buffet dinner was excellent.
There was a nice balance between a number
of us West Coasters, while the majority had done
their time on the Onondaga.
In addition to stories told at tables during and
after dinner, several folks
shared recollections with the
room.
Among them, Bill
Woodburn, who was CO
when the boat came out to the
west coast for six months in
1994. From the stories he told
they were all definitely submariners.
Wilf Lund talked about the grade they
achieved during workups and how very well aware
he was of how it was an
extremely professional
crew, working tirelessly
that earned those accolades. And how proud
he was to have worked
with them all.
Wade Berglund added his comments
and also made a
presentation of a
shirt to Paul Cumberland. No one
saw any need at
all for Wade to be
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sucking up to PDQ, but there you have it. A really
nice shirt though that Paul is wearing in the BBQ
pictures.
And a fellow who hadn’t been seen at a submarine function for a long time, Lee (Joe) Temple
who had started out in Grilse and became its Executive Officer before going east. Onondaga was
one of his commands and the memories he shared
took guys back a long way in time.
Lee was the subject in the centre of one of my
absolute favorite ‘Kodak Moments’ from my time
in boats. Another was a sea otter, but that is story
for another time.
When Lee was XO of Grilse we made an unscheduled visit to Santa
Catalina Island’s amazingly hectic harbour. To
this day I can see Lee,
standing on the forward
casing with his thumb
out, trying to hitch a ride
ashore. And he was successful, thus initiating one
of the best weekends in most of that crew’s subma-

broken no new
ground during their
careers.
All the
antics and shenanigans and professional submarining had been
done before. They
were
just
replowing
fields.
That was a very
nice takeaway form
the evening. So often
the memories are of
the antics and shenanigans and it is nice
to be reminded that
you didn’t last in the
submarine service if you didn’t
or couldn’t measure up. But, I
submit, it is the combination
that is the real source of pride
in the service.
Another special moment
of the Anniversary evening
was the first public introduction of the brand new
March for submariners (recorded by the Naden
Band just two days prior) .
Lloyd is seen with its composer, P2 Robyn Jutras who is a bassoonist with the Naden Band and
also won a national competition to compose a new
march for the centenary of the PPCLI in 2014.

rine careers. Again, a story for another time.
Another speaker sort of summarized the evening with his reflections of younger generation ’O’
Boaters who are now retired and working out here
on the sub program. Mike Egilsson commented
that their ▪ rowdy would be too strong of a term ▪
noticeably cheerful group at Table #6, had realized,
listening to all of the reflections, that they had really

After the new march had been played, Robyn
was given a standing ovation by
those in attendance.
The march has been receiving
kudos from all over the place. If by
chance you have not yet heard it,
For both
send us a line and we’ll be please
Lloyd and Robyn
to send it along.
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The Tricks of the Gods
The Gods version of tipping over an outhouse and having to set it right.
The Romans called him Neptune,
while the Greeks called him Poseidon.
Other cultures had names that I cannot
pronounce, or several or even many
names for the traits he might display over
time.
His brother, the Wind, had many more names.
Although the Greeks gave each wind a name: the
North Wind and Winter was Boreas; the unlucky
east wind was called Eurus; Notus and Zephyrus
were the names given to the south and west winds
respectively. But all of them were subservient to
Poseidon’s brother Zeus who was King of the
gods, Lord of the Sky and Supreme God of
Weather, Rain, Thunderstorms, including Lightning, Clouds and all four Winds.
The Romans called the winds Venti (a term
appropriated by Starbucks) while in India the wind
was called Vayu.

has felt the effects of the whimsy of these Gods,
whatever name is used. Mixing mythologies for
this piece we’ll call the brothers Neptune and
Zeus.
Being able to go deep when these two
get together to play their sometimes fearsome games is definitely one benefit of being in the submarine service. But, if you
are a snorkeler with a battery, you have to
come up sometime. And I doubt there is a snorkel
boat submariner out there who has never experienced the joys of having to hove to ▪ pointing your
bow into the wind and sea and riding it out.
I think of Neptune and Zeus as ancients who
never really graduated from their
teens and they get bored. How
else do you explain things like the
beach at the village of Dooagh on
Achill Island off the coast of west
Ireland? They were proud of their
beach and throughout their lifetimes had enjoyed
all the activities one enjoys on a
lovely sandy beach. And then, in
1984,
the brothers pulled their ver.
sion of tipping over the outhouse
and in one night of truly nasty
storms, washed away
all of the sand. Just like that. Gone!

And for the one, possibly two of you who
might be interested, and to show that the wind has
always been taken very seriously by ancient civilizations, here is a sampling of mythological names for their wind gods: the Norse
call it Njord; the Celts Borrum; the
One assumes that Mother Nature,
Egyptians Shu. The Inuit call it Silap
who is the mother of us all, including
Inua, who not only is the breath of life
these two darlings, eventually noticed
but lures children to be lost in the tundra.
and took pity on these poor bereft Irish
Fei Lian is the Chinese Wind God
and ordered her teens to make it right.
though they also have a General of the
Because, you see, in April of this year a
Wind, Feng Hao, and even an Assisstorm with an unrelenting north wind and
tant Goddess of Wind, Han Zixian. In Ja- The Mayan Huracan extremely high tide restored their beach.
pan it is Fūjin, who is also one the eldest Shinto
No kidding. Back! Basically overnight hundreds of
gods. And finally, at least for this sampling, the
tons of golden sand were deposited over the thouMayans called it Huracan, a drawing of whose imsand foot stretch of barren rock and bingo, their
age is shown to the right.
beach was back. To the delight of the villagers who
Anyone who has ever been to sea knows and

believe in moody & playful Gods, and their Mum.
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China Silent Sub Quest
Some note that rim-driven
pumpjets are stealthy but mechanically tricky, adding it’s just a dream.
China is investing heavily into rimdriven pumpjet technology which is substantially quieter than propellers or even shaft
driven pumpjets.
In a recent South China Morning News
article Beijing claims to have already developed the silent propulsion system. However western
commentators point out that the precision manufacturing is very complex, and, some naysayers add,
there is a serious question about the amount of
thrust that can be generated versus what is needed
to drive a nuclear submarine at speed.
However, if they have or can it would be a significant advance for the PLAN (People’s Liberation
Army’s Navy) undersea force.

to make the submarine. He said the company
had several abacus calculation teams that were
separated into specialist sections. Each team
would work “…until every section reached the
same result. The noise of the beads on the abacuses would make the buildings “rattle
from dawn until dusk”, Mr Huang said.
The 93-year-old led the development of
the Long March-1 submarine almost 60
years ago, working for the China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation.
Speaking of the project that began in the
1950s Huang said that by doing the calculations
by hand he and his fellow scientists were able to
overcome many challenging technical issues
The Long March-1, which was only completely taken out of service in the last couple of
years, is now on display at the port of Qingdao’s Navy Museum.

Chile upgrading its
two Type 209/1400
submarines

And, another recent article demonstrates that
the west should not ever underestimate China’s engineering.
China’s first nuclear submarine, the Long
March-1, was designed by teams using the suanpan or abacus as their only calculation tool. Production began in November 1968 with the boat being
launched in 1970 and joining the fleet in 1974.
The man often called the “Father of China’s nucle a r
su b s ”,
Huang
Xuhua
said he still has
one of the abacuses that were
used in the production of the
craft.
He said
the
device
helped him and
his team calculate critical data

To undergo final life-extension refit and upgrade to remain operational until 2030.
Two newer French-designed Scorpene submarines were delivered last decade, and the
209s were standardised with the new boats’
SUBTICS combat system and fire control system,
but retained the original Atlas Elektronik CSU sonar suite.
With more than 4,300 km of coastline and
4.5 million square kilometers of maritime territory,
including the Exclusive Economic Zone and the
Continental Shelf the Chilean Navy is tasked with
big responsibilities. In addition to defending
against external attacks, the Navy protects the
nation from such threats as drug trafficking, piracy, and terrorism.
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Russia’s New Fifth
Generation Subs
Design Work Completed for super
quiet diesel-electric attack boats.
However, for the moment, the hype stops there.
The new fifth-generation boats are to be based
on the 677 Lada-class diesel-electric attack
boats with AIP, new noise reduction technology, automated control systems and long
range weapons tech.
The vegetarian at this BBQ is AIP. Apparently the Russians have not yet developed
a successful AIP system and are not expecting it to be fully ready until the early 2020s.
In fact the Lada-class were themselves put on
hold for several years with only the lead boat of the
series, the St. Petersburg, achieving service entry in
2010. The two sister boats were started in ‘05 and
‘06 and then put on hold until 2013. Their anticipated
commissioning date is now 2019. They’re not AIP.
The fifth-generation Kalina-class will most likely
have a coastal defense mission with surveillance,
reconnaissance and intelligence gathering duties.
On the nuclear front, development of the
new Husky-class is projected to produce three versions: a basic attack boat, an expanded guidedmissle (SSGN) version and even larger ballistic
missile (SSBN) model.
Reports coming out of Russia indicate that they
are looking at the US Virginia class for ‘best-of’ design features.
A Russians objective is that the Husky will be
much more affordable than the 885M SSGNs which
are reportedly an excellent boat but are extremely
expensive. They hope to rein in the cost of the Husky
allowing them to build 16 to 20 of the attack and
SSGN versions of the boat—and possibly more.
The first is expected to be delivered in 2025.

Submarine Market
Analysed
Now Projected To 2021
In what is basically an advertisement for
their report on a West Virginia news website, Absolute gives a couple of interesting tid-bits and
also lists the players in this very lucrative field (see corruption allegation stories
on other pages).
They are projecting the CAGR
(Compound Annual Growth Rate) at just
under 5%.
It is written in a manner that hopes
to convince players in this market segment that
they could not possibly live (or at least continue to
conduct business) without this report.
Add to the following list of major players the
myriad of component manufacturers in their supply chains and it is a big deal. If I were a manufacturer thinking of bidding, I’d probably want this
report. But, The Update’s budget just does not
stretch that far.
They list the following vendors as major:
BAE Systems; General Dynamics; Saab; DCNS
(now renamed); DSME; and Huntington Ingalls Industries. And Other Prominent Vendors: Fincantieri; Kawasaki Heavy Industries; Lockheed
Martin; Mitsubishi Heavy Industries; Navantia;
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems and Thales.
The market is segmented as Americas,
APAC (Asia Pacific) and EMEA (Europe, MiddleEast & Africa) with the report suggesting that the
greatest driver is fleet replacement rather than
expansion.
A separate report by Market Research Future focuses entirely on the AIP market whereas
the Absolute report does not specify how much it
segregates AIP out in its analysis of the whole
submarine market.
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Cont’d from page 14
In the 1560s, Venice and Antwerp were Europe’s
sugar refining centres, although Antwerp’s had to
be moved to Amsterdam when the Duke of Alva
captured the Belgium city in 1567.
By the late 1580s Britain’s Lord Howard had
taken up the cause of sour beer on behalf of all
sailors who received one gallon per day, despite it
souring within weeks, telling the Admiralty:

“Nothing doth displease the
seaman as to sour beer”
In 1601 James Lancaster of the East India
company instituted lemon juice doses for his 200
man crew who were the only crew not decimated
by scurvy. Remember that by this time numerous
explorers, including Francis Drake, had been up
our west coast, all because of Chris’ vacation in
the Caribbean more than a century earlier.
The first English colony in the West Indies is
established on St. Kitts in 1623. By 1630 sugarcane was being grown in the French West Indies
and in 1636 sugarcane from Brazil was introduced
by a Dutchman to Barbados and rapidly becomes
the primary crop for most Caribbean islands. The
first sugar factory is established on Barbados by
the English with Dutch equipment in 1641.

In 1731 the RN officially declared the daily ration of rum for all hands to be half of a pint in two
equal tots.
1733 saw quite a kerfuffle over heavy British
duties on molasses, sugar and rum imported from
non-British West-Indian islands. In the middle of all
this Denmark bought the Virgin Islands, creating a
duty free status that prevails today.
An interesting statistic is that in 1735 British
distillers produced 5.4 million gallons of gin; give or
take a gallon for every man, woman and child.
And then, on this fast forward through the history of rum, along came celebrated Admiral Edward ‘Old Grog’ Vernon.
If you know who Eddie ‘Old Grog’ Vernon is,
please hold up your hand, take a selfie and email it
to me at editortheupdate@shaw.ca.
Vernon was the hero of the Battle of Porto
Bello and the CinC of the West Indies Station.
Even though Vernon had taken the highly unusual
step of dividing the Porto Bello spoils among his
crews he was forgiven and granted the ‘Freedom
of the City of London’. Commemorative medals
were produced, the Portobello name was attached
to various places in Great Britain and it is reported
that Thomas Arne wrote ‘Rule Britannia’ during
the celebratory frenzy.

In 1655, William Penn, a Vice Admiral at 34,
captures the sugar rich island of Jamaica from the
Spanish. While this precipitated a three year war it
also introduced, for the first time, rum to the Royal
Navy, replacing their sour beer. Of interest it was
in 1662 that the Lison fashion of drinking tea was
introduced to the London Court by Catherine da
Braganza.

He was called ‘Old Grog’ by his sailors because of his habit of wearing an old ‘grogram
cloak’ (made of silk and mohair, stiffened with gum) in
foul weather.

Though the issuance of rum continued in practice it wasn’t officially adopted by the RN until
1687. And just to keep things interesting, the 30
year ‘Golden Age Of Piracy’ began in 1690.

He issued orders that the rum rations were to
be diluted two to one with water; a mixture which
the outraged seamen almost immediately nicknamed ‘Grog’
Grog in derision.

It was during this period in 1740 that he decided the issuing of rum neat was having a deleterious effect on his crews
…
he called it
‘stupefying their rational qualities’.
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Admiral Vernon’s letter to the fleet read, in
part:

“

… You are hereby required and

Earl of Oxford and effectively Prime Minister of the
time, although he did not embrace that title. Complicated times, you see.
Vernon continued his naval career back home
in England for another few years and then took up
a Parliamentary career until his death in 1757.

directed … that the respective daily
allowance … be every day mixed
with the proportion of a quart of water to a half pint of rum, to be mixed
in a scuttled butt kept for that purpose, and to be done upon the deck,
and in the presence of the Lieutenant
of the Watch who is to take particular care to see that the men are not
defrauded in having their full allowance of rum… and let those that are
good husbanders receive extra lime
juice and sugar that it be made more
palatable to them. ”

֍֍֍֍֍֍֍֍

As always, there is a lot more very interesting
detail including the development of beet sugar in
Europe, available if you are curious at a number of
we b s it e s
in clu d i n g
t h is
one:
http://
www.rumshop.net/rumhistory.html, and a few others that we’ll include at the end. So we’ll skip
along and just pick out some bits that are particularly germane to your Editor .
֍֍֍֍֍֍֍֍

Thus, real grog is Pusser’s Rum with water,
lime juice, and brown cane sugar. Unwittingly,
Vernon had created the world’s first
cocktail – grog!

In 1789 the first Bourbon is distilled by Baptist Minister Elijah Craig and will become more
popular than either rum or brandy in America.
The US Navy was established in 1794 included the rum tradition in its daily routine.
In 1795, following confirmation the
previous year of a James Lind theory that
citrus juice is an anti-scorbutic, the RN
made lime juice rations compulsory on
sea voyages longer that six weeks. It was
usually combined with the rum.

Another interesting aside is that in
1741 the Captain of the Marines on
Vernon’s 80 gun flagship, the ‘Princess
Caroline’ was George Washington’s
half brother Lawrence who named his
estate Mount Vernon in honour of his
commander.
Vernon next mounted a large scale assault on
the Spanish colony of Cartagena de Indias in
1741. With 186 ships and +/- 27,000 men it was
the largest amphibious attack until the Invasion
of Normandy in 1944. It just wasn’t successful.
successful
Led by the lame, one-eyed, one-armed Admiral Blas de Lezo, the 3,500 Spanish troops and six
ships of the line spanked the British and sent them
packing for Jamaica, thereby exacerbating circumstances in England and causing, some but not all

The RN rum ration was reduced
from a half pint to a quarter pint in 1824 and tea
was introduced to the daily ration.
Called the Henry Ford of Distilling, Aeneas Coffey introduced
in 1830 his ‘Continuous Still’ that
can still be found today in almost
every country on earth.
“His contribution to the mechanisation of alcohol production is
immense”.
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Slavery was abolished in the British Islands
in 1833 and in 1850 the RN reduced the daily
rum ration to one-eighth of a pint, once a day before the mid-day meal. Seamen of the day must
have thought this was indeed a black day.
New Zealand joined the grog line when in
1846, a mere six years after the establishment of
the first settlement, the colonists
bought a gunboat. In the 80s
they bought four torpedo boats
and even before their navy was
officially established New Zealanders paid for the
building of the battle cruiser HMS New Zealand
which was at the Battle of Jutland. The New Zealand Naval Forces were formally established in
1913 and were known as the NZ Division of the
RN from 1921 through their joining Britain in WWII
in 1939. Finally, in 1941 King George VI gave
them the nod to become the Royal New Zealand
Navy on October 1st.
The RN included Australia in its routine patrols
from establishment as a colony in 1788 until the early
1800s when Australia
was established as a
separate British Naval
Station and the RN assigned a man-of-war
permanently, paid for
and controlled by Australia and eventually
manned by Australians.
Between then and
shedding its colony status in 1901 five of the six
states maintained their own naval forces. A formal
transition began in 1909 and on July 10th, 1911
King George V gave his nod for the formal establishment of the Royal Australian Navy.

Being like her cousins,
just colonists, Canada too
had her naval interests looked
after by the RN until the formal
establishment of a Canadian Navy on May 4th,
1910 with a couple of British cast-off cruisers being
handed down.
To be fair, there was a plan to for Canada to
build a small fleet but the change of Government in
Ottawa the following year scuttled those plans.
Who knows whether that factored into the delay of
over month between George V proclaiming the
RAN on July 10th and the RCN not until August
16th, 1911.
֍֍֍֍֍֍֍֍

During the 1850s in the USA the temperance
movement made a gains
in a number of States,
starting with Maine and
spreading through at least
ten more.

Josephus Daniels
the US NavSec who
ended the USN’s
rum issue

In 1862 the US Navy
in the northern states
briefly abolished rum
rations though the confederate states did not. The
movement to do so was
started by a Rear Admiral Andrew Hull who
made his ship temperance. The ration was later
revived for a couple of
decades by saner minds.

And then, in 1914,
along came the teetotaler
Secretary of the Navy
July 1st, 1914
Josephus Daniels who
issued ‘General Order No. 99’ on July 1st:
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… The use or introduction for

drinking purposes of alcoholic liquors
on board any naval vessel, or within
any navy yard or station, is strictly
prohibited, and commanding officers
will be held directly responsible for the
enforcement of this order, …

AND THEN A PROFOUND SADNESS ENVELOPES
THE ENTIRE ROYAL NAVY.

July 31st, 1970

”

Last rights for
the last Royal
Navy tot.

The order had not been well received throughout the fleet and respect for the Secretary was often not obvious. In fact he was struck from many
Christmas card lists that year.
As June came to a close, many of the ships of
the USN’s Atlantic Fleet were in Mexican ports as
part of the occupation of Veracruz. Standing by as
observers were ships from the British, French,
German, Spanish and Dutch navies whose
crews were invited to help the USN Commanders
to comply with the ‘Bone Dry Date’.
Just over a month later war was declared between Britain and Germany and it would be a very
long time before a social camaraderie would again
be seen between members of these navies.
It is a wee bit interesting that the centenary of
the Canadian submarine service coincides with the
centenary of the USN Black Friday … although
July 1st, 1914 was actually a Wednesday.
֍֍֍֍֍֍֍֍

In 1917 the USA bought the Virgin Islands
from Denmark, retaining its duty free status.
Prohibition was introduced in 1920. It
lasted until 1933 and included more than the occasional bit of drama and many entrepreneurial opportunities.
In 1966 Barbados, one of the founding bedrocks of rum production, finally gains its independence from Britain.

The rum that remained on the first of August 1970
was stored and only
issued in very limited
quantities on very
special occasions.
In 2010, someone must have said,
“Why!” and so, under
the guise of commemorating
forty
years since ‘Black
Tot Day’ the last reserves of the remaining stock were rebottled as ‘BLACK
TOT: LAST CONSIGNMENT’ with a bit of an
eye opening price tag of $3,000 US.
One of the things for which I’ve never found
an answer and hoping one of you can help, is what
blend did the Canadian Navy use? Was it the
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same blend as the RN or something
that a 1910 bureaucrat in Ottawa
concocted? If so, from one of the
earlier describe ‘Sailors and Poorer
Classes’ a belated Bravo Zulu.
Less than two short years after
depression had settled over the
Royal Navy, the RCN initiated its own
BLACK TOT DAY, MARCH 30TH, 1972.
1972

Today, forty-five years later, that
decision is still mourned, with faces
turning just as solemn and sad as
they were in 1972.

% = Alc/Vol Difford’s Guide Rating X/5 Notes

And despite the erroneous information on the
‘Ready Aye Ready’ website Note,
the New Zealanders, sitting off on their own, 1,500
miles from the coast of
Australia, looked at each other and said
“Shush”. And they just quietly carried on pouring
tots, day in and day out, until, one presumes, some
wag in an office said,

42% 4/5
RN Style inspired
by original recipe

54.5% 4.5/5
Original Recipe

Hey … how come we’re still
doing this when the rest of the
world has long ago ceased?’
So, on February
27 , 1990 (a Tuesday, for
heavens sake and not
even the last day of the
month) they too endured
their ‘Black Tot Day’.
th

And yet, all was not lost. Where many saw
only despondency, Charles Tobias saw opportunity. Still, it was nearly a decade after the RN’s
Black Tot Day before he concluded negotiations
with the British Admiralty for the rights to the original recipe for the RN’s secret blend that had
previously only been available to serving
sailors.
Tobias founded Pusser’s Rum Ltd. in
1979, in the British Virgin Islands, knowing there
was still a mighty fondness for the unique taste.

75% Not/Rated
A cocktail floater.
Only available in
Germany.
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Forbes Magazine
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malt of rum

35% 5/5
Newest of the
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The term ‘Pusser’s Rum’ had evolved over
time. Supply Officers, called Pursers [a term still
used today in many marine environments] in the day
issued the daily ration of rum. Everything issued
by the Purser was known as Purser’s, including the
daily rum, but the title requires a bit more articulation than the contraction that replaced it among the
hands. Pusser’s was just easier to say and so be it.
Ever since Pusser’s began producing rum it
has contributed a portion of every bottle sold to the
RN Sailor’s Fund. And the Pusser’s average annual contribution to the Royal Navy and Marines
Charity, since its creation in 2007, has been over
25,000 Euros

THE SCUTTLED BUTT
Is not the thing seen being upended by a shy,
young RN sailor a couple of pages back. That is a
grog tub. They were is in four sizes, 40, 30, 20
and 10 Gallons. See ReproductionGrogTubs
and/or UpSpirits
The picture below is of a rum issue, purportedly,
aboard the HMS Hood. Also shown
is a replica grog tub and a one-half
gill (one tot) measure.

If I were still drinking rum, I do believe that my
cabinet would be stocked with Pusser’s, with one
or two other brands; just for comparison purposes
you see. But it is a long ago memory and, to be
honest, the only time I truly miss it or any alcohol is
when I’m sick. Lying there feeling sorry for myself I
still do really miss a hot rum toddy.
A few years ago, on a family bike ride, a six
year old grandson swerved in front of me. The operation to bolt my shattered my upper arm and elbow back together took five and a half hours. I tell
people that I haven’t been out cold that long since I
quit drinking rum.
Check out http://pussersrum.com/

TOO MUCH HONESTY Before sacking their
rum issue the New Zealand Navy surveyed senior
ratings to establish perspectives. 13% strongly believed rum is a problem while 15% took the opposite view and 72% were between those extremes.
80% believed it to be more or less good for morale. 84% believed it to be very useful for getting
parts and assistance in overseas ports. And the
honesty remark? ▪ 72% believed it was useful for
getting Dockyard rabbits..

A butt is a barrel containing almost anything including
fresh water. When a barrel or
butt is opened it is deemed to
have been scuttled. Sailors would often gather at
the scuttled butt for a drink of water and to exchange gossip, rumors, stories and creative recollections. Over time this exchange of banter was
itself called scuttlebutt, a term still in common use
today by both civilians and sailors.
An up-ended butt also often served as a
handy on-deck table.
The half (or less) barrel that the young Brit is
upending is a grog tub or rum cask, used originally
for mixing the rum, water, lemon and sugar. Almost
always banded oak and invariably with the wording
in brass letters, “THE QUEEN (or King) GOD
BLESS HER (or Him)”.
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VALUE OF A TOT
Like anything of value, rum has always been used
for barter at sea.
A proper tot is one-half of a gill. There are
eight gills to a pint, and each ship and submarine
had an array of measures (such as the 1/2 gill
above) that were used accordingly. Below decks,
different measures were used in the system of barter for anything from cigarettes to favours. And just
like any currency rum had its own denominations.
A Wet is just enough to wet your lips; a Sipper is,
as its name suggests, a very small sip; and a
Gulper is a swallow. So, 3 Sippers = 1 Gulper and
3 Gulpers = 1 Tot. A Sandy Bottom was permission to drain whatever is left in the mug.

NELSON’S BOOD
Though significantly outnumbered Admiral
Horatio Lord Nelson defeated a combined French
and Spanish fleet, sinking or capturing 17 of the
enemy’s ships without losing any of his own.
He returned home a hero but not as he would
have liked as he was mortally wounded in this battle of Trafalgar. To preserve his body it was placed
in a cask of Pusser’s rum for the voyage home.
On arrival the cask was opened to find a pickled Nelson but not much rum. Some of the Lads
had drilled a hole near the base through which they
imbibed on the way home ▪ thus drinking Nelson’s
blood, a term still well known today.
A SERIOUSLY COMPETITIVE MARKET
I guess I always knew that the
rum market was pretty competitive
but I stumbled on Czech Petr
Hlousek’s website dedicated to his
collection of rum labels.
He has 9,166 labels from 109
countries plus he knows of +/- 4,900

more which he does not yet have. Also he has
over 500 full bottles of rum from 66 countries. See
PetrsLabelSite
The Diffords Guide site, mentioned above, is
pretty wide ranging and they also publish quite a
selection of old fashioned paper books. This one
struck me as possibly an interesting challenge for a year
long project. Just one per
day couldn’t hurt.
Included on their site
are pictures of over 400
rums that they have rated. If
you are able to scroll through their pages and not
have drool running down your chin, you’re a better
man than me. See TheDiffordGuide
A few other sites to check out:
rumshop.net, rumhistory.html, gotrum.com,
ministryofrum.com and you can easily find dozens
more.

A CALL FOR TOT TALES
Please put on your nostalgia caps and
send me your TOT TALE ▪ a dit that involved the
demon rum getting you or someone else into
an interesting situation.
When I joined Grilse in 1966 I was too young
to legally draw a tot. I was told that the dilemma
was the focus of considerable discussion in the
Wardroom but the
final decision was
that too young is too
young.
Apparently
Reggie Coulter was
also too young in ‘61
but the Cox’n kept
forgetting. They always did like Reggie
best.
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Final tidbits
One source shows the flags on the
right as signalling ’Splice The Main
Brace’. (Alfa, Delta, Two and Eight).
The only other reference
to the signal that I can
find, says that Splice The
Main Brace is two flags,
Bravo and Xray, on the
left. Can any of you help
me out here?

In recognition of his
services and charitable
contributions
to
the
Royal Navy Sailors Fund,
Charles Tobias, the founder of Pusser’s Rum Ltd.
is seen here receiving an
MBE from Her Majesty.

Below is a postcard published
in Portsmouth for their Black Tot Day.

.

Somebody said this was in response to a tweet but that just
may have been alternative facts.
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Big Boy Drones

incoming missile.

With A Significant
Military
Strategic
Component

W ashington
DC
based ‘The Diplomat’
reports that the Laser
Weapons System is
currently mounted aboard the USS Ponce amphibious transport ship for continuing testing.

In April a big story was that
China had confirmed a large
sale of CH-4 drones to
Saudi Arabia.
The US has nearly 100 MQ-9 Reaper
drones and the Saudi’s initial order is purported to be about a third of that number and
with a CH-4
MQ-9 Reaper
plant and support facility to be coming on line
in the desert state,
speculation is that they
might well equal the US number over a period of
time.
Now the Chinese have unveiled the CH-5 Rainbow, its answer to the Reaper with one official
speculating that with
CH-5 Rainbow
a nearly 2 day air
time, 3,000 km range
and ability to carry 16
missiles, it will be a very
attractive commodity,
especially at a price point expected to be in the
range of 50% of the Reaper, which exceeds $16 million US.
One fairly significant advantage that the US
Reaper has over the Chinese Rainbow is ceiling.
The Reaper reportedly climbs to near 40 to 50 thousand feet while the Rainbow’s limit is more in the 30
thousand foot range, vulnerable to some weaponry.

It is said to be more precise than
any bullet, hitting targets at the speed
of light and superheating the point of
impact instantaneously. Wind speed
and range, for the most part, don’t matter. The Ponce’s CO Captain Christopher Wells says: “It reduces collateral damage ▪ I
no longer have to worry about rounds that may
go beyond the target and potentially hurt or damage things that I don’t want to hurt or damage’.
While during previous tests, lasers have
taken out cruise missiles, mortars and other projectiles, they are primarily intended for shortrange defense (one to five miles) against aircraft,
drones, and small boats. Second-generation laser
weapons systems are currently under development intended to take on faster targets such as
incoming ballistic missiles.
A recent documentary noted that defensive
weapons systems continue to be automated because you rarely have more than seven seconds
to react to an incoming threat and humans just
can’t do that. One assumes that automation is
one developmental factor.

Some, but not the US Navy’s newly announced
drone-killing laser weapons system. Although,
the new laser system would most likely take out anything the drones hurled down from the skies with a
beam that travels 50,000 times the speed of any
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My father was many things
to many people during his
life, but he was always a
submariner in his heart.
Tim Sherwood speaking about his
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£3.4 Million Bill For
RN Sub Collision
The HMS Ambush
was hosting the final month of a Perisher course near Gibraltar.
The Ambush and the
c h e m i ca l
tanker
sustained a glancing blow about
3.3 NM off Gibraltar in
July of last year while
the sub was submerged and coming to
the surface. The still
unnamed
freighter
was reportedly not
damaged and carried
on its way.
You might we say
that in the grand scheme of things, describing the
damage as ‘superficial’ was probably not inaccurate
though no one has yet published ‘Teachers’ reaction.
The Canadian dollar equivalency would be just
shy of $5.5 million which would have the TimesColonist in Victoria in an absolute uproar.
At 318 feet and 7,400 tonnes, the Astute-class
high-tech hunter-killers are described as the "largest,
most advanced and most powerful attack submarines ever operated by the Royal Navy, with ‘world
leading’ sensors to detect submarines and surface
ships’.
At the time of the incident last year the Ambush’s Commanding Officer, Cdr Alan Daveney was
quoted as telling friends on social media that he was
‘V busy. Looking forward to a bit of leave.’
In February of this year Scotland’s Evening
Mail noted that the Ambush was still undergoing repairs.

Submarine-Launched Missiles
Are Outmoded

Opinion Piece in Scotland’s Sunday
Herald by Bruce D Skivington
Your report on Russian recording of
the Vanguard class submarine sonar
signature (“Russians lurking near
Faslane to eavesdrop on nuclear submarines”, The Herald, July 11) illustrates
the main problem with Trident renewal.
While in 1968 submarine-launched
missiles seemed the best way of nuclear retaliation, advances in technology now question its security. Like all military advances, improvement in
technology make earlier advances redundant.
With only one submarine at sea, if it is
detectable then our nuclear protection is
worthless. An additional problem is that a strike
on it is deniable. It would be difficult to pin the attack on any particular country or even question
whether it was a strike and not an accident (as
with the submarine Kursk in 2000 when its own
ordnance blew up).
Submarine-based missile launch systems
are no longer secure. In addition improvements in
missile technology, especially in the Cruise missile navigation systems, means that there are
other ways of missile delivery.
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) has a record
of building yesterday's technology at tomorrow's
prices; it failed to see the change from biplane to
monoplane in the 1930s, it allowed itself to get
behind in jet technology and in both cases was
only saved by private companies continuing with
development.
For the Ministry of Defence to commission a
new fleet of Trident replacement submarines
would be a waste of money since before they
were launched they would be an obsolete method
of nuclear defence.
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Cont’d from page 20
Committee on Naval Affairs) were open to morale
boosting ideas so when naysayer Scott retired in
October the idea was picked up by the Navy and
zigzagged over the goal line on 21st December
1861 when signed into law by President Abraham
Lincoln. The following May the Navy Department
ordered 175 of the newly designed medals
at $1.85 each.
By now playing catch up the US
Army’s MOH was signed into law in July
1862 and 2,000 medals were ordered in
November for $2.00 each.

wide range of totals appearing on different sites
that you would think would take some pride in ensuring that they were posting the right numbers.
A very quick search shows the Naval History
and Heritage Command doesn’t give a total number of does give lists of various campaigns; the US
Army Center of Military History saying
over 3,400; Arlington National Cemetery
links to and Wikipedia quotes the Medal
Of Honor Historical Society at 3515; History dot com says 3,458 men and one
woman; Home Of Heroes says 3,460; and
the Congressional Medal Of Honor Society, which I tend to trust most, says 3,498.

While in both cases Officers were iniMen are not
tially excluded from eligibility, the Army reThe one woman mentioned above
our protectors
scinded that exclusion the following year in
was a Civil War surgeon, Dr. Mary Ed… if you were,
March, 1863. The restriction on Naval Offiwho would
wards Walker (1832 – 1919) who was not accers wasn’t lifted until 1915. And, the USAF
there be to
tually commissioned in the army and thereprotect us
Medal Of Honor was not approved until
fore not really eligible. However that techfrom?
1965. Prior to that they had received Army
Dr. Mary Edwards
nicality was swept aside by President AnWalker
MOHs having come out of the Army Air.
drew Johnson in November, 1865.
Marines and Coast Guard would receive the Navy
In 1917 her MOH along with over 900 other
MOH.
non-combatants were rescinded, though she
As for who won the first MOH, even the Conwore hers defiantly until her death two years later.
gressional Medal Of Honor Society has conflicting
In addition to being one of the very few female
statements on their website. I have ecalled and
surgeons at the time Mary had been a prisoner of
asked them for clarification.
war, an abolitionist, prohibitionist, a
The statistics are not consistent at
writer, lecturer and a very strong supall between sources. Some of that can
porter of the fledgling women's suffrage
be explained by differing interpretations
movement
of the nineteen who have received two
In 1977 President Jimmy Carter
Medals Of Honor. At least five flyers rereinstated all nine hundred and some
ceived the Medal Of Honor from both
Medals Of Honor. (Editorial Comment:
the Navy and the Army for the same inHats off to ya, Jimmy.)
cident. And while most of the other winThe youngest MOH recipient
ners were from the same engagement
enlisted with his father for the Civil War as the
period (war) at least a couple were winners in two
Unit’s Drummer Boy. In June 1862, their unit was
separate engagement periods and those factors
overpowered by Confederate forces and were orhave at times led to differing statistical outcomes.
dered to retreat double time by their General
However, those differences do not explain the
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Most of the men discarded any equipment that they
felt were impeding their pace but eleven year old
Willie Johnston would not part with his drum.

Murphy also wrote or co-wrote a passel of
songs that were recorded by the likes of Roy
Clark, Charlie Pride, Dean Martin, etc.

Playing it on the 4th of July caught the attention of Abraham Lincoln who, when he heard the
story of Willie’s bravery, recommended him for the
Medal Of Honor, which he received in September
1863.

And Murphy suffered significantly from what
would eventually come to be known as PTSD. He
died in a plane crash in May, 1971.

The youngest 20th century recipient was Jack
Lucas, a seventeen year old Marine who
shielded his fellow squad members from grenades
at Iwo Jima.
Before side stepping as smooth as that guy in
the Trivago commercials back into the theme you
were told we were pursuing, let us quickly mention,
though he wasn’t a submariner, the most famous
WWII Medal Of Honor winner who so often was
derided as a pretty boy movie star, Audie Murphy.
Murphy, born in 1925 to Texas sharecropper
parents, lied about his age in order to join up in
1942. That only gave him
three years to get promoted from Private to 2nd
Lieutenant;
wounded
three times; kill well over
200 Germans and wound
many more; win every
medal for bravery the US
had to offer ▪ 33 in total
including the Medal Of
Honor and three Purple
Hearts; plus five medals
from
France and Belgium. All before he was 20 and long before
he was a pretty boy movie star.
That started after he wrote ‘To
Hell And Back’ and starred as
himself in the movie.

Now then, back to the topic at hand, which
is submariners who were awarded the Medal Of
Honor, all during WWII.
Four hundred and
sixty-four US military
personnel received the
Medal of Honor during
WWII, 266 (57.3%) of
them posthumously.
Of those sixteen were
the result of the attack
US Army MOH
USAF MoH
of Pearl Harbor on December 7th, 1941 and, throughout the war a total
of 7 were awarded to submariners.
The Pearl Harbor
MOHs were awarded to a
wide range of personnel: 1
Seaman First Class;
1
Machinists Mate; 1 Gunner; 5 Chiefs; 2 Ensigns; 1
LCDR; 1 Commander; 2
Captains; and 1 Rear Admiral. In addition 1 First Lt.
Marine on Midway was
also recognized.
Yet it was the submarines who were the first
into fray after that disaster.
Later, Chester Nimitz added the the words on
the left.
I’ve often wondered if he ever said to those he
trusted to be able to talk openly with, “If only we
could have given them decent torpedoes”.
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of O’Kane.
Fluckey was known as the submarine CO who
blew up a train (I still have an image of the torpedo
Richard O’Kane, of course. He had served
bursting from the water, powering across the beach and
as XO aboard USS Wahoo SS-238 with the also
slamming into some hapless train). Of course it didn’t
famous Dudley ‘Mush’ Morton as CO. The Wahappen quite like that.
hoo was lost on to cannon fire from a Japanese
Fluckey sent a party of eight ashore, chosen
plane after O’Kane went State side
from the ranks of single men, one
for the commissioning of his next
from each department and, prefsubmarine and first command, the
erably, who had been boy scouts.
USS Tang SS-306.
They were the only American
O’Kane is credited with leadtroops to land on Japanese
ing Tang to the most successful
homeland islands during the war.
record of any U.S. submarine
They set charges with a micro
ever. In ten combat patrols, (5
switch on the tracks and were on
in Wahoo and 5 as CO of Tang),
their way back to the boat when
O’Kane (left) and Morton talking
O'Kane participated in more sucthe train blew.
on the bridge of the USS Wahoo
cessful attacks on Japanese shipFluckey commanded USS
INTERESTING TID BIT
ping than any
Barb SS-220 from January ‘44 unfor Grilse Crew
other submarine
til August ‘45, establishing himself
Although the Tang SS-306 was
officer during the
laid down in January ‘43, a
as one of the greatest submarine
war.
month before the Burrfish SSskippers, credited with the most
The submariners include some pretty familiar
names:

312, the Burrfish was launched
In his first
tonnage sunk by a US skipper durin June while the Tang’s launch
book he outlines
ing WWII.
was August.
all of that experiFluckey had a
The Burrfish was commissioned
ence including the
well earned reputafinale where they
tion as an innovawere doing a surface attack at
tor, firing 5” rockets on shore facilinight and their last torpedo got homesick and they
ties and inventing the night convoy
couldn’t get out of its way. O’Kane and the crew
attack from astern by joining the esup top plus two who escaped after she sunk were
cort line. He attacked convoys anthe only survivors, spending the rest of the war as
chored 26 inside the 29 fathom
POWs.
curve on the China coast and set a then world

Pretty well every reviewer describes the book
as a must read and I would say the same about his
follow up book ‘Wahoo’ If you haven’t read them,
go to your library and get them.
A detail that I have always wondered about
and never resolved is that our next Medal Of
Honor winner, Eugene ’Lucky’ Fluckey, has accolades that would seem to conflict a bit with those

speed record for a submarine of 23.5 knots using
150% overload, making haste.
Immortalized by his final words, “Take Her
Down!”, Commander Howard Gilmore will be
remembered for ordering his submarine, the USS
Growler SS-215 to dive when he was mortally
wounded on the bridge and unable to get below.
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During a night surface attack of a convoy in
early February, ‘43 a convoy escort suddenly appeared on a collision course. Gilmore tried to
avoid but struck his adversary amidships at 17
knots which heeled the submarine over 50 degrees
and bending 18 feet of her bow sideways, which, of
course, disabled the forward torpedo tubes.

on what the New England Historical Society
called storm-tossed seas, when Squalus and her
crew of 55 ran into trouble and went down in 40
fathoms of water with both engine rooms flooded.

The Japanese crew unleashed
a withering burst of machine gun
fire
at
the
Growler’s bridge,
killing two and
wounding three,
including Gilmore.
All but Gilmore still
had the strength
to make it below
when he made the
ultimate sacrifice.

Sculpin quickly pinpointed the location, stood
by and helped in a number of significant ways during the rescue operation directed by LCDR
Charles ‘Swede’ Momsen that successfully
brought all Squalus 33
survivors back up into the
sunlight using the new tech
McCann Rescue Chamber and operating off the
Salvage
Tug
Falcon.
Click on the picture of the tug for more of the story.
In addition or alternatively there is another version
at http://www.defensemedianetwork.com/
stories/squalus-disaster-rescue-gripped-anation-on-the-eve-of-war/

The picture above was taken after they had
limped back to Brisbane.

Four divers from that rescue team were
awarded Medals Of Honor.

That was her fourth war patrol and she went
Nine days later, on Thursday, June 1st, 1939,
on to do seven more. While attacking a convoy as
on the other side of the Atlantic, the HMS Thetis
(N25) was also undergoing sea trials
part of a wolfpack wilth USS Hake SSNote:
and went down with her crew of 99.
256 and Hardhead SS-365 in October
A
reconciliation
of
war
None survived. The Thetis was sal‘44 she disappeared; possibly as a rerecords between the
vaged, refurbished and recommissult of one of her own torpedoes cirUS and Japan has allowed both sides a
cling back but considered more likely
sioned as the HMS Thunderbolt,
pretty clear underserving in both the Atlantic and Medisunk by the convoy’s escorts.
standing of what ships
terranean theatres until she was lost
were involved in which
actions, clarifying
with all hands in March 1943, joining
Self sacrifice is the operative
many that had been
the Hunley as one of an extremely
previously unknown.
term to describe our next MOH winner,
small number to take two crews to
However, it is not parCaptain John Philip Cromwell who
ticularly helpful to
their deaths.
was the most senior submariner honname the Japanese
Later the Sculpin aided the salships on these pages.
ored for actions aboard the USS
vage operation when they resurfaced
Sculpin SS-191. However, the full
the Squalus.
story actually began in May 1939.
Squalus too was refurbished and recommisOn Tuesday the 23rd Sculpin and her sister
sioned as USS Sailfish, retaining the 192 hull
boat USS Squalus SS-192 were both on sea trials
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number and serving a distinguished 12 war patrols.
It was her tenth patrol that was the reason for
this digression, but we’ll get to that.
Captain John Cromwell, had done his time
on skimmers before being called to submarines.
He served on several, commanding USS S-20 (SS125) [SS-31 through SS-162 were unnamed] but at the outbreak of the war was on the staff of the Commander, Submarines Pacific, as CO of several divisions of boats, flying his pennant in the Sculpin.
As a senior officer in 1943 he was privy to ULTRA signals and details and was thoroughly
briefed on the details of the plans for an upcoming
November 20th invasion of Tarawa and Makin Islands, titled Galvanic, which was preceded by the
deployment of twelve submarines as a screen of
the islands. It was the first war patrol for both
the Sculpin CO LCDR Fred Connaway, as well
as ride-along CAPT Cromwell who was there in
case they needed to form into wolf-packs.
As it turned out, when Sculpin was radioed
repeatedly with precisely that instruction she never
responded and it wasn’t until the American POWs
were released at the end of the war that whole
story emerged.
Sculpin had arrived on station on November
16th and two days later made radar contact with a
large, high-speed convoy.
Connaway zipped
ahead and dove but when he came up for the
dawn attack his periscope was spotted and he was
forced down again. His next try was also spotted
by a destroyer that had lagged behind and this time
they got a barrel bomb shellacking which, unbeknownst to the crew, damaged the depth gauge.
When they tried coming up again at noonish
the diving officer didn’t realize the depth gauge was
stuck at 125 ft and so they broached. This time the
prolonged shellacking caused severe damage forcing Sculpin to the surface where the bridge team

including Connaway and the gun crew where cut
down by gunfire.
With the boat ordered scuttled and the crew to
abandon ship, Cromwell faced a very difficult decision: go down with the boat or be captured and interrogated. Apparently unwilling to risk his own resilience from drugs and torture he chose not to risk
divulging all he knew and he and eleven others
rode Sculpin to the bottom where his and her secrets would remain suitably guarded.
[Editor’s note: as time permits some research into the
reasons for the other eleven making that choice may
well be undertaken. If any of you have knowledge,
it would be appreciated].

The story of Captain Cromwell’s Medal Of
Honor ends there, but we do need to complete the
tieback to the Sculpin’s sister boat the Squalus
now the Sailfish.
Apparently the Japanese pulled 3 officers and
39 enlisted men out of the water, tossing one
enlisted man back into the sea because he was too
badly wounded to be of any use.
The 41 remaining crew were taken to Truk
and interrogated for 10 days and then divided into
two groups for transport back to Japan aboard two
escort carriers. The 20 from one carrier made it to
serve out the remainder of the war working in copper mines. Only 1 of the 21 POWs aboard the
other carrier, the IJS Chuyo would survive to join
them.
Less than 250 miles southeast of Yokosuka,
in the wee hours of December 4th, the Sailfish, on
her tenth war patrol out of Pearl Harbor, contacted
(with a little help from ULTRA) and attacked a fast
moving convoy. In the midst of a what was reported as a howling typhoon her Commanding Officer, Robert E.M. Ward first crippled then sank the
escort carrier Chuyo.
Another example I suppose of the old line
about Fate: Men plan, God laughs.
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Some roads to fame start off gravelled. In
fact, some are just tracks across a field. A Texas
field in this case.
Sam Dealey was from the prominent Dallas
Dealey family. Dealey Centre that became famous
because of the tragic JFK incident in ‘63 was
named after his uncle.
Even though Sam eventually won a reputation
as a steel nerved, down the throat destroyer destroyer (sinking three that way in separate incidents and
a total of 20½ ships ▪ shared credit), in addition to a
Silver Star, Navy Cross with three gold stars and
the Medal Of Honor, he did “Bilge Out” (the term
they use) on his first try through the Naval Academy.
After winning reinstatement he eventually
graduated with the class of 1930.
Submarine School complete he had, as prominent Naval Historian Dr. Edward Whitman put it, a
relatively undistinguished series of peacetime assignments including command of the S-20 which
you may remember from Captain Cromwell’s
background was the SS-125. A somewhat interesting connection.
When the war broke out his experience won
him an assignment as CO of the still under construction Gato-class USS Harder SS-257, commissioned on December 2nd, 1942.
After shakedowns in the Atlantic and a ‘blueon-blue’ attack by a US Navy patrol bomber in the
Caribbean they arrived in the Pacific in the spring
of ‘43.

with was the choice of engines for Harder and
eleven other Gato-class boats.
The HoovenOwens-Rentschler (HOR) was licensed from the
German firm Maschinenfabrik-Augsburg-Nürnberg
(MAN) in the thirties and the boats were regularly
scavenging from the first engine to break down to
keep the others running. Not exactly ideal, he says,
stating the obvious.
During a 14 day period of the second patrol
Harder made nine attacks for five confirmed sinkings of 15,000 tons. They arrived back in Pearl
Harbor in early October and were out again before the end of the month with the USS Snook
SS-279 and Pargo SS-264 to the Marianas as a
wolfpack. However communications was an ongoing problem and so Harder was soon on its own.
On November 19th they fired 10 torpedoes at
three large freighters, scoring two hits before being
driven down by escorts. Later he surfaced and
chased down the freighter that had escaped, firing
eleven more shots with two hits and four circular
runs before again being driven off. They then returned to Pearl Harbor for lack of torpedoes. It was
later established that all three ships had indeed
been sunk.
Their stop in Hawaii was short as they were
sent State Side to have their (adverb redacted) engines swapped out for GMs. They arrived back in

His first war patrol was rather inauspicious in
that he was driven deep by an aggressive convoy
escort and got his bow stuck in the mud. After
working his way loose he did cripple an exseaplane tender so bad she was beached for the
duration, as well as seven other attacks with little to
show for it.
A problem they were having to constantly deal

See page ____ to learn about cartoonist Jeff Bacon
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Pearl Harbor in late February ‘44 and left on their
fourth war patrol in mid-March with the USS Seahorse SS-304, initially doing lifeguard duty in the
western Caroline Islands.
On April 1st, in what would soon become a legendary rescue and with the assistance of friendly
air cover, Dealey nosed the Harder into a reef off a
small island. He held her there using the engines
while crew members, ignoring the Japanese sniper fire, paddled a rubber raft
ashore to rescue flier, John Galvin.

records reflected the destroyer avoiding the torpedoes.
After enduring a couple of hours of barrel
bombs Dealey headed back to Australia, pulling
into Darwin on June 21st with his reputation as the
‘Destroyer Killer’ fully entrenched. At that point he
and everyone else thought it was six but a post-war
review only credited him with four.
Of greater strategic importance
was the ensuing decision by Japanese
Admiral Soemu Toyoda to abandon the
Tawi Tawi anchorage as too exposed
to enemy submarines, a sortie that
then precipitated the Battle of the Philippine Sea.

All in a days work.
On April 13th Dealey found Harder
was the intended target of a Japanese
destroyer. Dealey let it close to within
900 yards before firing a spread of torpedoes that took the attacker down within
five minutes. Four days later they
sank a seven thousand ton
freighter and then bombarded a
Japanese garrison with their 4inch deck gun before heading to
west and arriving in Fremantle on
May 3rd.
On June 6th, on the way to
picking up friendly guerrilla fighters from northeast Borneo,
Harder found itself again pursue by a destroyer.
Dealey didn’t let this one get as close; taking it out
at 1,100 yards with 3 fish. The next morning they
bagged yet another destroyer before picking up the
guerrillas and heading back.
He didn’t get far before spotting what appeared to be two more destroyers. He fired four
overlapping fish with two hits sinking one almost
immediately. While Dealey reported that he’d hit
both, post-war records failed to confirm.
His difference with the records was repeated
on the 10th when after spotting a task force com-

Very shortly after their return they
were order back out by RADM Ralph
Christie, Commander US submarines in Freemantle, who
decided to do a ride-along.
They were not successful in
their attacks on the ostensible
targets and returned to Darwin on July 3rd after what was
written up as an extension of
their fifth patrol and what historian Whitman called a curious incident that still raises
eyebrows today.
Christie and Dealey did however talk about
the timing of turning over command. With one-third
of the crew about to change over Dealey felt responsible to break in the new guys before turning
the boat over to a fledgling CO. Christie acceded
to a sixth patrol.
They left on August 5th as a three boat wolfpack with USS Haddo SS-225 and USS Hake SS256, and Dealey commanding. They were after
Japanese shipping off the west coast of the Philippines, south of the Luzon Strait.
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Sam Dealey and the
Harder’s crew ranked in the top
five and would be missed.

When a convoy came out
of Paluan Bay in northern Mindoro on the morning of August
21st, Harder and Haddo and
three other boats were waiting.
The ensuing brouhaha
left
four freighters on the bottom
and despite intense barrel
bombing by the Japanese, all
five submarines unscathed.

Despite some saying that
it was because he was feeling
guilty for allowing Dealey to go
on the sixth patrol, RADM
Christie nominated Dealey for a
posthumous Medal Of Honor.
However VADM Thomas
Kinkaid, COMSEVENTHFLT
vetoed the nomination as he’d
done earlier when General
MacArthur tried to award
Dealey the Army Distinguished
Service Cross, stating that
Dealey had be honored ade-

W hile Dealey was
skunked in this incident, the
Haddo, commanded by Chester Nimitz Jr. was credited with
two.
Harder and Haddo then
steamed (figuratively) up to
Manila Bay and found, in the post midnight hours,
three 900-ton frigates from the encounter at Paluan
Bay. By dawn all three were on the bottom.
They continued north along the west coast of
Luzon to rendezvous with Hake. Nimitz broke off
after expending his last torpedo at a destroyer,
heading to Mios Woendi (off the NW coast of Papua
New Guinea) to replenish.
Dealey believed the destroyer had only be
crippled and towed into Dasol Bay so Harder and
Hake hung around.

quately.
The incident exacerbated the personal animosity between Christie and Kinkaid and eventually resulted in Kinkaid relieving Christie of his duties in December ‘44.
However, on returning to Washington, Christie
continued his push and with General MacArthur’s
support was able to arrange to have the Medal Of
Honor awarded to Dealey’s wife, Edwina, in 1945.

The next morning, August 24th, a minesweeper and an old Thai destroyer emerged. Hake
began a set-up on the destroyer but it turned back
before she could fire. In the meantime the minesweeper continued, pinging continually so Frank
Haylor, Hake’s CO moved off to evade.
He caught a glimpse of Harder’s periscope at
0647 and then at 0728 there was a string of 15
depth charges in the distance, then nothing.
Hake remained in the area for the next two
weeks, with futile hope dying slowly.

Lin and Gloria Cardelli
Lin did 3 war patrols on USS Burrfish SS-312
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Lawson Paterson ‘Red’ Ramage received a
permanent injury to his right eye during a wrestling
match at US Naval Academy that rendered him unable to pass the physical
for the submarine service.
Nevertheless he graduated in 1931
and joined the skimmer fleet until 1935
(serving in two destroyers and a cruiser)
by which point it was a new crew administering the submarine physical and he’d
memorized the eye chart. So, as a
Lieutenant (jg) he reported to the USS
S29 SS-134 in January 1936 and spent
most of the rest of his career in boats.

first Navy Cross during this period, with focus on
his actions at the Battle of Midway.
During his first patrol in August ‘42
he made the first attack that scored a hit
on a Japanese aircraft carrier, the Taiyo,
using, by the way, his injured eye.
In May ‘43, Ramage assumed command of the new Balao-class submarine,
the USS Parche (SS-384) in time for his
fifth patrol where he wolfpacked with
USS Bang SS-385 and USS Tinosa SS283. Ramage was credited with two of
the seven sinkings.

His list medals included the Medal
Of Honor, two Navy Crosses, two Distinguished Service Medals, a Silver
Star, a Bronze Star and two Navy Commendations with a Combat “V”. He
served in three wars ▪ WWII, Korea
and Vietnam ▪ and rose through the
ranks to retire as a Vice-Admiral. He
also led the search for the USS
Thresher SSN-593 in April ’63.
In the summer of 2010 they named the new
headquarters building at the Naval Submarine
Base New London in his honour. The completed
renovated, state-of-the-art and previously unnamed
building 86 had served as an infirmary and hospital. In fact, his son James, also a submariner,
and speaking on behalf of his three siblings,
pointed out during the dedication ceremony, three
of Reds grandchildren were born in the building.
Son James also specifically recognized four of his
fathers submarine crewmates who were in attendance.
In June 1942, LCDR Red Ramage assumed
command of the USS Trout SS-202 and completed four war patrols, (the Trout’s 5th through 8th)
sinking three ships with that crew. He also won his

June was another wolf pack patrol,
during which Ramage went a bit crazy in
the middle of convoy, establishing his
reputation and winning the Medal Of
Honor. The Parche sank two enemy
ships and badly damaged three others.
For this action, Commander Ramage became the first living submariner Medal of
Honor recipient which was formally presented to him by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt on January 10th, 1945. The
citation describes it quite nicely:
For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life above and
beyond the call of duty as commanding
officer of the U.S.S. Parche in a
predawn attack on a Japanese convoy,
31 July 1944. Boldly penetrating the
screen of a heavily escorted convoy,
Comdr. Ramage launched a perilous
surface attack by delivering a crippling
stern shot into a freighter and quickly
following up with a series of bow and
stern torpedoes to sink the leading
tanker and damage the second one.
Exposed by the light of bursting
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flares and bravely defiant of terrific
shellfire passing close overhead, he
struck again, sinking a transport by
two forward reloads. In the mounting
fury of fire from the damaged and
sinking tanker, he calmly ordered his
men below, remaining on the bridge to
fight it out with an enemy now disorganized and confused. Swift to act as
a fast transport closed in to ram,
Comdr. Ramage daringly swung the
stern of the speeding Parche as she
crossed the bow of the onrushing ship,
clearing by less than 50 feet but
placing his submarine in a deadly
crossfire from escorts on all sides and
with the transport dead ahead. Undaunted, he sent three smashing
"down the throat" bow shots to stop
the target, then scored a killing hit as
a climax to 46 minutes of violent action with the Parche and her valiant
fighting company retiring victorious
and unscathed.

Check out Bourke and others at:
http://www.navalandmilitarymuseum.org/archives/
articles/local-heroes/commander-rowland-bourke

The Captain wishes to emphasize
the fact that the Medal of Honor
was accepted from the President
of the United States as the
Nation's tribute to a fighting
ship and her courageous crew.
He feels that every officer and
man whose loyal cooperation
and able assistance contributed
to the success of the "Parche" has
an equal share in this award
which he holds in trust for you.
With great pride and respect.
Sincerely, L. P. Ramage

Later, Red Ramage issued a copy of the certificate in the next column to every member of the
Parche’s crew.

At the beginning of this article we said that we’d come back
to the Royal Navy’s Lt. Commander Malcom Wanklyn, and
here we are.

֍֍֍֍֍֍֍֍
Earlier in this article I said that the Naden Museum had Rowland Bourke’s Victoria Cross on
display. I am informed by ‘She who knows all at the
museum’ Clare Sharp, that it is actually a replica as
the security required for a real VC would be way,
way beyond the museums budget dreams.
Although not a submariner the young rancher
from Nelson, BC who moved to Victoria after the
war has quite an interesting and inspiring story.

Considered, as mentioned
earlier, by many in Britain to be
‘the most successful submarine commander of
WWII,’ his feats were being honoured by The Submariners Association (as the British audaciously
call themselves ▪ which would be like SAOC West
calling ourselves The Submariners Association of
Canada).
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He joined the RN at 14 in 1925 and rose
steadily through the ranks. In 1933 he joined the
submarine service. He served in Oberon in the
Mediterranean Fleet and was then transferred to
HMS L56 based out of Portsmouth. He became
her XO within a year before transferring to HMS
Shark again as XO, patrolling in the Med for the
latter stages of the Spanish Civil War (‘36-’39).
As an interesting aside that speaks to his
character, Wanklyn married his girlfriend Betty in
May 1938 in Sliema, on Malta. Despite the rather
rigid social segregation of the time between the
ranks and the wardroom, Wanklyn invited all of the
crew, who formed a guard of honour.
Wanklyn also spent time at XO of HMS Otway
in the Mediterranean before being recalled to Britain at the end of 1939 to assume command of
HMS H31 with which he sank one vessel patrolling
the North Sea in the spring of 1940. In August he
was transferred as CO to the still under construction HMS Upholder. On completion they sailed for
Malta to join the 10th Submarine Flotilla.
Malta, for us west coasters, is +/- 50 miles
south of Sicily, +/- 200 miles north of Libya and at
just over 300 kms2 it is a very tiny and very strategically placed island.
During the next fifteen months Wanklyn led
Upholder on 27 patrols, attacking 36 times and surviving hundreds of barrel bombs, sinking seventeen ships and damaging five more. He did battle
with a number of Axis warships, sinking a destroyer
and minesweeper and damaging a light cruiser.
He also sank two Italian submarines. With his Asdic out of commission he attacked and sank a
heavily defended enemy transport, the SS Conte,
for which he was awarded the Victoria Cross.
He’d also been awarded the Distinguished Service Order & Two Bars. His official totals were
93,031 tons sunk and 33,644 damaged.

No Canadian submariner has ever won the
Victoria Cross. In fact, of the 96 Canadians, or
people closely associated with Canada who have
been awarded the VC, only four were Navy: William Hall in the uprising in India in 1857 (he was
the first black person, first Nova Scotian and only
3rd Canadian so recognized); Rowland Burke in
WWI, Captain Frederick Thornton Peters in
1942; and Lt. Robert Hampton Gray in 1945.
In 1993 the VC was replaced
by the CANADIAN VICTORIA CROSS
which has yet to be awarded. The
inscription is in Latin, the root of
both French and English, thereby
avoiding the linguistic issue of two
official languages.
Editorial Ramble: All of the badges of
heroism, the medals that are presented to service
men and women and civilians alike, require, it
seems to me, the innate character to step up when
stepping up is needed. They also require that circumstance to arise and at least one witness who is
determined to see the action recognized and rewarded and, frankly, be in a position to make that
happen, given how political these things get.
But I have never heard a story of someone
being awarded a medal who did not deserve to be
honoured. And every
time I think about the
many others who
have stepped into a
situation and were
never recognized, let
alone honoured.
Most folks help
when help is needed
simply because it is
the right thing to do
in that moment.

Wanklyn and the Upholder simply failed to
return from their 28th patrol.
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Recycle The Giant
Duck To Create A
Yellow Submarine
Off-Shore Drilling Gets Reaction
After Cyprus Talks Fail (Yet Again)
Turkey has sent two ships and a submarine to monitor a drilling
vessel.
Turkey says it will take measures
against Cyprus for engaging in off-shore gas
and oil exploration maintaining that it has no
jurisdiction to explore for hydrocarbons.
Reuters reports that Turkey’s energy
and foreign ministries are working together to plan
steps against the Greek side’s unilateral steps, without giving details on what those steps might entail.
You sometimes can’t help but think that the
Gods are sitting up there playing poker and saying
things like,

“Ok, I’ll see your West Bank
and raise you a Cyprus”.

The only recent Canadian headline
is probably good news baring an
announcement of plans for new
fleet of submarines
Someone in the Ontario Government
thought that there needed to be some fun
on Ontario’s waterfronts for Canada’s
150th birthday. So they agreed to spend
$120,000 to rent a six story duck, which
is making a month and a half long tour
including Toronto, Owen Sound, Sault
Ste. Marie, Midland, Amhersburg and finishing in Brockville in mid-August. I’m sure
you’ve seen it on the news and/or in the paper.
However, the headline that appeared in my
inbox was about what I assume is a tongue in
cheek petition that a young fellow has started to
have the duck recycled into a giant yellow submarine that could be used for ▪▪▪ well, he suggests a Beatles Festival tour.
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The US Navy press release states that the Eisenhower is
underway conducting a bilateral group sail as part of the

Canada 150 anniversary celebration.
The HMCS Charlottetown (FFH 339) is seen here on June 27th trailing the
USNS Robert E. Perry (T-AKE 5) and the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN
69). All monitored by a pair of MH-60S Sea Hawk helicopters
(the one in the picture and the one taking the picture).
Photo by USN MCS Tony D. Curtis

Tied up at a jetty in downtown
Halifax or Victoria or Vancouver
our Frigates look reasonably impressive, which is why we maybe
shouldn’t look at too many pictures like this where the Charlottetown sorta looks like a pilot
fish.

On May 26th the USN accept delivery of the 14th Virginia class (the
fourth of eight Block III) submarines, to be commissioned later this year
as the USS Washington SSN 787 (for the state, not the man or national
capital).
The new boat finished her inspection and survey trials with the
highest score to date of any new Virginia class boat (96 out of 100).
The redesigned bow of the Block III Virginias has replaced 12
launch tubes with two large-diameter ‘Virginia Payload Tubes’, each capable of launching six Tomahawk cruise missiles.
And while it will be an impressive war machine once she is fully operational, I just like their crest. Is that not one cool crest? I hope whomever designed it got at least a make and
mend. Do they still do make and mends?
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The

Reminder Board

Want a copy of
anything in this
issue? Send us a
note and … well,
you know.

Jeff Bacon
Cartoonist
Jeff’s first Navy
Times cartoon was published in
March ’86 and became ’Broadside’
by the end of that year and has
appeared weekly ever since. In
2006 ‘Greenside’ began its run in
the Marine Corps Times. His cartoons are printed in numerous
other publications. Look him up.
Cartoons are © and used by The
Update with permission.

For those who have
wondered if there
really are equine
marriages.
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Haven’t heard the
Dolphin March?
Send us a note
and we will happily
send it to you.

